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Abstract
Attribute Kano characteristics are useful in product design to prioritize development
efforts. However, attribute Kano characteristics have not been discussed and applied to product
optimization when using Just-About-Right (JAR) scales. Product optimizations without
identifying attributes Kano characteristics can be misleading. The two objectives in this research
were: 1. Determine attribute Kano categories using a modified classic Kano classification
methodology. 2. Propose a method to measure attribute performance and identify attribute Kano
characteristics to direct product optimization.
Two methodologies of attribute Kano classification were investigated. In experiment one,
a modified classic Kano methodology was employed to determine attribute Kano categories
through an online survey. Orange juice users (n=1072) participated in the survey. Seven orange
juice attributes were evaluated. In experiment two, orange juice users (n=100) tested three
commercial orange juices. The same attributes used in part one were investigated. Attribute
Kano characteristics were investigated using the performance scale and partial least squares
regressions.
In experiment one, the results show consumers classified orange color as an indifferent
attribute, and other attributes, i.e., orange flavor, sweetness, sourness, pulpiness, thickness and
freshness, as attractive attributes. The determination on thickness seems weak since consumer
responses in the categories of attractive and indifferent are relatively equal, reflecting the
potential consumer segmentation. The decision on freshness is firm because there are more than
75% consumer responses in the attractive category. Relatively high consumer responses in the
questionable category of sourness and pulpiness indicate low efficiency of this research method.

In experiment two, the results show that orange color was an indifferent attribute and the
others, i.e., orange flavor, sweetness, sourness, pulpiness, thickness and freshness were identified
as one-dimensional attributes. In Minute Maid Original, orange flavor, sweetness, thickness and
freshness were not strong enough, and sourness was too strong. For Simple Orange Original,
sourness was too strong and orange flavor, pulpiness, thickness and freshness were not enough.
No defect was found with Tropicana Pure Premium. By integrating Kano characteristics,
modification of these attributes can be prioritized.
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Chapter1: Introduction
Consumer satisfaction with products is a critical element for business success in the current
consumer-oriented marketplace (Matzler & Hinterhuber 1998). The Kano theory is an effective
tool to help us understand consumer satisfaction/dissatisfaction (Kano et al. 1984; Shen et al.
2000). This theory has been widely investigated and discussed in the field of product
development and service improvement (Watson 2003). The Kano theory describes non-linear
relationships between attributes performance and consumer satisfaction/dissatisfaction. In the
Kano theory, consumer satisfaction and dissatisfaction are regarded as two distinct dimensional
constructs within consumption behavior, i.e. the opposite of satisfaction is not dissatisfaction but
no satisfaction and vice versa (Berger et al. 1993). Traditionally, it was thought that attribute
performance was proportional to consumer satisfaction/dissatisfaction, i.e. better performance of
an attribute produces higher satisfaction or lower dissatisfaction (Matzler & Hinterhuber 1998).
However, studies show attributes performance may have non-linear relationships with consumer
satisfaction/dissatisfaction (Kano et al. 1984; Berger et al. 1993). According to the Kano theory
(Berger et al. 1993), product attributes can be classified into five categories: attractive, must-be,
one-dimensional, indifferent and reversal. Under this framework, attributes within distinct
categories show their unique relationships with consumer satisfaction/dissatisfaction (Kano et al.
1984; Berger et al. 1993) (Figure 1.1).
Attractive attributes stimulate consumer satisfaction when they are functional but no
dissatisfaction when they are dysfunctional. One-dimensional attributes cause consumer
satisfaction or dissatisfaction depending on how well these attributes are implemented. A product
is accepted without satisfaction when its must-be attributes are functional and is rejected when
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these attributes are dysfunctional. Indifferent attributes do not affect satisfaction or
dissatisfaction. Reversal attributes are opposite to one-dimensional attributes.

Figure 1.1: Kano modeling of consumer satisfaction/dissatisfaction
Obviously, attribute Kano characteristics are useful for food development and
management. These characteristics not only help product developers understand how consumers
define product quality but also how attribute performance affects consumer satisfaction and
dissatisfaction. Then attribute modifications can be prioritized under trade-off situations. For
example, product developers can position and differentiate product/service in a competitive
marketplace by the target attractive attributes (Matzler and Hinterhuber 1998). To alleviate
consumer dissatisfaction, must-be and one-dimensional attributes are expected to have functional
qualities. When the resources are limited, such as cost and personnel, product developers can
“ignore” further action on indifferent attributes and prioritize those attributes that have more
significant effects on product quality (Matzler et al. 1996).
2

Product sensory attributes have direct effects on consumer liking and preference for food
products (Sørensen et al. 2003; Cardello 1994). Consumers will be satisfied when these sensory
attributes of interest are maintained at favorable levels. Successful new products in the market
should have competitive sensory profiling. Optimization is an efficient technique to improve
product performance in the market (Schutz 1983). The goal of product optimization is to achieve
a product that consumers would prefer or like (Sidel et al.1994; Hough et al. 1997).
Optimization in sensory science includes the steps of identifying key product sensory attributes
affecting product quality and providing product developers with formulation guidance to achieve
the final products. The attribute performances of final products are expected to be as close as
possible to the optimum levels (van Trijp et al. 2007).
Several optimization methodologies have been discussed in consumer sensory science.
Preference mapping, including internal and external mapping, applies multivariate statistical
techniques to optimize products by linking consumer liking and product sensory profiles and
finally identifying the key driving factors (Greenhoff and MacFie 1999; MacFie 2007; Meullenet
et al. 2007). External preference mapping can identify the sensory profiles of an ideal product for
targeted consumers (Danzart et al. 2004). Meullenet at al. (2008) proposed an internal mapping,
i.e. Euclidian distance ideal point mapping (EDIPM), to identify an ideal product for target
consumers. In the EDIPM, an ideal product is determined by individual consumers by
minimizing the correlations between the Euclidian distances to the products and consumer
likings. For a group of consumers, an ideal product can be identified by the area where most
consumers‟ ideal products are located. Landscape segmentation analysis (LSA) identifies an
ideal product by estimating the momentary similarities between the tested products and the ideal
products (Ennis 2004). Just-about-right (JAR) scale is widely applied to determine attribute
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quality (Rothman and Parker 2009). The function of optimization by JAR scales is created by
modifying those attributes that are not at their just about right levels.
The Just-About-Right (JAR) scale is a bipolar instrument. The JAR scale actually measures
the intensities of an attribute and the liking of that attribute (i.e. appropriateness) on the same
scale. By JAR scales, the quality of attributes is evaluated relative to an individual consumer
theoretical ideal level, i.e. “just about right” or “just right” (Rothman and Parker 2009). JAR
scale can be constructed in a continuous line scale or a category scale. In the JAR scale, the low
intensity (not enough) is placed on the left, “just about right”/ “just right” is set at the midpoint
and the high intensity (too much) is positioned on the right (Rothman and Parker 2009). A
continuous JAR line scale is theoretically infinite and the panelist can respond to any point on
the scale (Rothman and Parker 2009) (Figure 1.2). In contrast, a category JAR scale offers
limited spaces that a subject can respond to and the numbers of categories are odd, such as 3point, 5-point, 7-point and 9-point. Five-point JAR scale is a common form (Figure 1.3).
According to a 1999 ASTM international survey, 52% of sensory professionals completely apply
the 5-point JAR scale and 32% do not limit themselves with a specific JAR scale (Rothman and
Parker 2009).

Figure 1.2: Continuous Just-About-Right (JAR) line scale
Much
Too Little

□

Too
Little

□

Just About
Right

□

Too
Much

□

Much
Too Much

Figure 1.3: 5- point Just-About-Right (JAR) scale
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□

By the JAR scale, an attribute is modified when it is not at its just about right/just right
level. Although the JAR scale is popular for product development (because of its convenience
and ease of interpretation) (Rothman and Parker 2009), this scale is criticized for the practice of
combining the attribute intensity and the preference of that intensity into the same scale. It was
pointed out that the JAR scale should work as a diagnostic tool rather than a traditional
experimental design or a valid descriptive sensory profile for product optimization (Stone and
Sidel 2004). Actually, more deficiencies with the JAR scale have undermined its efficacy and
reputation as a product optimization tool.
First, by the JAR scale, an attribute will be modified individually when it deviates from the
just about right/just right level. However, the qualities of attributes within a product are intercorrelated with each other (Xiong and Meullenet 2006). As a result, an adjustment on one
attribute may not keep the quality of other attributes unchanged in a product.
Second, in the JAR scale, the difference in intensity between two neighboring categories is
not equal. For instance, the intensity difference between “just about right” and “too little” is not
necessarily equal to the one between “too little” and “much too little” or the one between “just
about right” and “too much” (Figure 1.3). So deviations from the “just about right”, i.e. “too
little” or “too much” should be treated differently. Xiong and Meullenet (2006) found that some
attribute performance deviating from the “just about right” did not affect consumer liking. These
attributes might be indifferent to product quality. According to the Kano theory, indifferent
attributes do not affect consumer satisfaction or dissatisfaction (Kano et al. 1984; Berger et al.
1993; Matzler and Hinterhuber 1998).
Third, there is some confusion about JAR scales. The midpoint of JAR scales can be
anchored as “just right” and “just about right”. When the “just right” is applied (Epler et al.
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1998), attribute performance is evaluated according to individual ideal. It is a common fact that a
consumer does not really reject a product or service when it is not his/her ideal. Actually, in
reality, the ideal is hard to achieve. Sometimes a consumer is still satisfied when the quality of a
product/service is close to his/her ideal. Normally an attribute will be accepted when its quality is
still within the tolerable range that is similar to the concept of Miller‟s (1977) minimum tolerable
expectation. From the point of view of attribute intensity, these tolerable intensity levels might
define a range of intensities from minimum acceptable intensity to ideal intensity and to
maximum acceptable intensity. On the other hand, when the midpoint of a JAR scale is anchored
as “just about right”, it defines an acceptable range of intensity levels with individual consumer‟s
ideals included, i.e. from minimum acceptable intensity to maximum acceptable intensity. In the
attitude model, the ideal point refers to the highest quality level of an attribute that consumers
like the most (Ginter 1974). Some researches verified the difference in intensities defined by the
just about right level and the ideal level. Two optimal sugar concentrations were found
significantly different by the JAR scale and 9-point hedonic scale (Epler et al.1998). In the
optimization of aspartame in fruit drinks, the optimal level of aspartame was found 20% lower
than the one predicted by the hedonic scale (Popper et al.1995). Moskowitz et al. (2003) found
the product with all “just about right” attributes was not liked the most. From the perspective of
product development, it is meaningful to know the goodness level of an attribute when it is “just
about right”. According to the Kano theory (Berger et al. 1993), over-performance (far above a
consumer threshold level) of a must-be attribute is not necessary and it will be wasteful because
it does not produce consumer satisfaction.
Product optimization using the JAR scales will be more powerful if attribute Kano
characteristics are considered. “Too little” and “too much” of must-be attributes will
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significantly damage the product quality, but consumer liking will not be increased but kept the
“same” when these attributes are “just about right”. An attractive attribute does not induce
consumer disliking when it is not “just about right” but it will significantly stimulate consumer
liking when it is “just about right”. One-dimensional attribute is an incentive factor of both
consumer liking and disliking. An indifferent attribute does not affect the product quality at all.
Unfortunately, current optimization practices by JAR scales have not considered attribute Kano
characteristics.
Last but not least, from the standpoint of attribute intensity, a consumer should be able to
express his/her preference over attribute performance. For a specific consumer, “too little” and
“too much” to an attribute might define the intensities beyond his/her tolerable level. The
tolerable level of an attribute refers to an acceptable range of attribute intensity. The level might
describe the range from minimum acceptable intensity to maximum acceptable intensity with
inclusion of ideal intensity. By these hypothetical intensities (ideal, and minimum and maximum
acceptable intensity), two distinct acceptable intensity regions within the tolerable level can be
identified, i.e. P-, defining the intensities between minimum acceptable intensity and ideal
intensity, and P+, referring to the intensities between ideal intensity and maximum acceptable
intensity (Figure 1.4). Similarly, consumers might show different preferences toward the
attribute performance within the regions of P- and P+, which is similar to their preference over
those performances within the region of “too little” and “too much” (Xiong and Meullenet 2006).
This information is useful for product development and management.
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Figure 1.4: Four attribute intensity regions
In summary, attributes diagnosis applying the JAR scale might be biased and misleading.
As a result, optimization by the JAR scale might be invalid. Defined by the Kano theory,
attributes under different Kano categories affect consumer satisfaction and dissatisfaction
distinctly. Product optimization will be more powerful when attribute Kano categories are
considered.
The two objectives of this research were: 1. Determine attribute Kano categories using a
modified classic Kano classification methodology. 2. Propose a method to measure attribute
performance and identify attribute Kano characteristics to direct product optimization.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Kano Theory and Application
The Kano theory describes non-linear relationships between attribute performance and
consumer satisfaction/dissatisfaction (Kano et al. 1984). Five attribute Kano categories are
identified in this theory: attractive, one-dimensional, must-be, indifferent and reversal. These
attribute Kano characteristics are useful for product development and management (Matzler et
al.1996). The Kano theory has been widely investigated and discussed since the late 1970s
(Kano and Takahashi 1979; Watson 2003). Shen et al. (2000) introduced the Kano theory into
their practices of quality function deployment (QFD) for product innovation. Ting and Chen
(2002) applied the Kano theory to determine the characteristics of supermarkets. The Center of
Quality Management Journal published a special issue to share the ideas and experience with
Kano theory (Berger et al. 1993).
Another significant contribution of the Kano theory is its classic methodology of Kano
attribute classification. By this method, attribute Kano category is determined using a “paired
functional/dysfunctional questionnaire” (Table 2.1, Matzler and Hinterhuber 1998) and “an
interpretation table” (Table 2.2, Matzler and Hinterhuber 1998). Actually, because of the
limitation of this methodology, another attribute Kano category is added, i.e. questionable. For
each attribute performance (functional/dysfunctional), consumer satisfaction and dissatisfaction
are measured using a five-point verbal category scale (Kano et al.1984). The Kano category of
an attribute is determined by considering consumer satisfaction/dissatisfaction to the attribute
performance when it is functional and dysfunctional, respectively. For example, at an attribute
functional level, one consumer indicates his/her satisfaction level “2. It must be that way”; at its
dysfunctional level, this consumer responds to “4. I can live with it that way”. Next, referred to
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the interpretation table (Table 2.2), this will be an indifferent attribute (the cell of 2-4). In
consumer research, attribute Kano category can be finally determined by the category where this
attribute has the highest category responses.
Table 2.1: Kano paired functional/dysfunctional questionnaires
If the edges of your skis grip well on hard snow, how
do you feel? (Functional Form)

1. I like it that way.
2. It must be that way.
3. I am neutral.
4. I can live with it that way.
5. I dislike it that way.

If the edges of your skis do not grip well on hard
snow, how do you feel? (Dysfunctional Form)

1. I like it that way.
2. It must be that way.
3. I am neutral.
4. I can live with it that way.
5. I dislike it that way.

Table 2.2: Kano attribute interpretation table
Customer
Requirements
Functional

Dysfunctional
1. like

2. must be

3.neutral

4. live with

5. dislike

1. Like

Q

A

A

A

O

2. must be

R

I

I

I

M

3. neutral

R

I

I

I

M

4. live with

R

I

I

I

M

5. dislike

R

R

R

R

Q

Note: M=must-be O=one-dimensional A=attractive I=indifferent R=reversal Q=questionable
The first four categories are the main interest for product development. Reversal attribute
indicates a conflict on quality definition between the consumer and the researcher. Questionable
attribute reflects consumer‟s inconsistency to the same question (Berger et al. 1993).
10

In practice, the classic Kano attribute classification methodology can be modified and
adjusted to meet specific project requirements. Arguing that an attribute rated at “must-be” when
it was functional could concurrently be diagnosed as “must-be” when it was dysfunctional,
Berger et al. (1993) modified the interpretation table by changing the categories of cells of 2-2
and 4-4 from indifferent to questionable. Lee and Newcomb (1997) added more questionable
cells into the table by modifying cells of 1-2, 2-1, and 2-2. However, attribute Kano
classification did not yield significant differences using these modified interpretation tables
(Löfren and Witell 2005). To facilitate data collection and interpretation, Kano (2001)
recommended a three-level scale instead of the original five-level scale to measure consumer
satisfaction/dissatisfaction levels on attribute qualities.
In a review of the Kano theory and its application, 21 out of 28 published papers adopted
the classic Kano attribute classification methodology to determine attribute categories (Löfren
and Witell 2005). However, wording and attribute quality dimensions varied across these studies.
These elements in questionnaire designs are challenging for the researchers and they are critical
to the data quality. Some solutions may be useful to improve the data quality. Since consumerdefined attributes are of interest in the Kano theory, any deviation from the way consumers
define attribute qualities should be avoided in the questionnaires. Some trials are strongly
recommended before applying the questionnaires to real consumers (Berger et.al 1993). In
addition, the classic Kano methodology is always criticized for its poor data analysis, i.e.
attribute Kano category is determined by the one where this attribute has the highest consumer
responses (Fong 1996).
Apart from the classic methodology, several methods have been investigated and discussed
for attribute Kano classification. These methods vary in terms of data collection and
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interpretation. Ting and Chen (2002) determined attribute Kano categories by diagnosing the
effect of attribute performance on consumer overall liking through a regression model. In their
research, overall liking was measured by a 10-point scale and attribute performance was
measured by an 8-point Likert scale (i.e. extremely disagree to extremely agree). Shen et al.
(2000) and Emery and Tian (2002) introduced a direct method to identify attribute Kano
categories by asking consumers which category an attribute was belonged to: “basic needs”,
“satisfiers” and “delighters”. Dual-importance mapping (DIM) differentiates Kano attributes by
plotting each attribute into related quadrants defined by the stated and derived importance
(Martilla and James 1977). The quadrants represent the categories of attractive, one-dimensional
and must-be. The stated importance is directly given by consumers and the derived importance
can be achieved by the relationship between stated importance and consumer overall liking by
correlation analysis or regression modeling (Jacobs 1999; Martensen and Grönholdt 2001).
Penalty-rewards contrast analysis (PRCA) determines attributes Kano categories using a
regression model (Brandt 1987). In the model, overall satisfaction is dependent variable and two
dummy variables, i.e. reward and penalty, work as independent variables. Reward dummy
variable defines an incremental increase related to high satisfaction, while penalty dummy
variable refers to an incremental decrease associated with low satisfaction on the attribute. When
the effect of reward on satisfaction in an attribute outweighs its penalty, this attribute is an
excitement attribute. A basic requirement is identified when its penalty effect on satisfaction
exceeds its reward. When the penalty and reward of an attribute show equal effects on
satisfaction, this is a performance factor. In addition, PRCA is able to confirm the importance of
each attribute to consumer satisfaction (Matzler and Sauerwein 2002). Correspondence analysis
(CA) determines four main Kano attribute categories by applying a factorial analysis on the
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frequency distributions of consumer satisfaction to attribute performance (Llosa 1999). This
method allows for plotting attribute consumer satisfaction levels under high and low
performance levels on a single factorial axis that explains the variance of each attribute
performance. Important attributes always have more effects on consumer satisfaction and have
high factor scores. Attribute Kano category is determined by considering attribute factor scores
at high and low performance levels. Must-be attribute score low at high performance levels and
high at low performance levels. Attractive attribute will perform totally opposite, i.e. they have
high scores at high performance levels and low scores at low performance levels. Onedimensional attributes have high scores at both performance levels while indifferent attributes
have low scores for both performance levels.
The Kano theory in sensory science has rarely been discussed. Rivière et al. (2006)
proposed a method of adaptive preference target (APT) where the concepts of Kano theory were
adopted for a product optimization preference analysis. In this research, the researchers assumed
the function of attractive attribute would be hidden when a product was not liked and it would be
noticed when all must-be attributes had functional levels. Following this assumption, satisfying
and dissatisfying products were grouped based on consumers‟ willingness of purchasing and
consuming the products. For each group, product sensory profile data were regressed with
consumer liking using a partial least squares (PLS) regression. Finally, each attribute Kano
category was confirmed by considering its effects on consumer liking in satisfying and
dissatisfying models, respectively. An attribute was attractive when it showed significant effect
only in the satisfying model. Must-be attribute could be confirmed when it had significant effect
only in the dissatisfying model. One-dimensional attribute was identified when it had significant
effects in both models. Indifferent attribute showed no effects in both models. Bialkowski (2009)
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applied a similar principle to classify attribute Kano category in his study on fruit smoothies.
Ward et al. (2008) also applied a grouping technique by creating two dummy variables for
consumer liking data, i.e. satisfying and dissatisfying. Similarly, attribute Kano category was
determined by investigating its effects on consumer liking in satisfying and dissatisfying groups
using a partial least squares (PLS) regression. Actually two techniques are identical in the
researches by Rivière et al. (2006) and Bialkowski (2009: 1. Sensory profile data were applied
rather than consumer-defined attributes. 2. Attribute Kano categories were determined by
identifying satisfying and dissatisfying products.
Even though the benefits associated with Kano theory have been widely reported (Matzler
and Hinterhuber 1998), some limitations have undermined its reputation for product
development. For example, only current attributes existing in a product or service can be
identified and discussed in the Kano theory. As a result, some attributes that might be useful for
product innovation will be missed (Berger et al. 1993). Additionally, poor agreements among
different methodologies of attribute Kano classification have been found. Brandt and Scharioth
(1998) found only 16 out of 24 (67%) attributes had the same Kano categories using PRCA
(Brandt 1987) and DIM (Jacobs 1999) in their study. A similar divergence in attribute Kano
classification was found in Bartikowski and Llosa‟s research (2004). The researchers indicated
these disagreements might stem from distinct analysis methodologies among these classifications
and suggested that the validity of these classifications area deserved for further investigation.
Even though these divergences exist, the classic Kano methodology is still the most popular
method for attribute Kano classification (Löfgren and Witell 2008).
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2.2 Consumer Expectation and Attribute Quality
Consumers always have expectations for a product or service. Consumer expectations vary
significantly among individuals and consumption situations (Deliza and MacFie 1996) because
expectations are influenced by experience, personality, demographic and psychographic
characteristics (Miller 1977). Several definitions of consumer expectation are available. In the
Oxford dictionary (1971), expectation is described as a strong anticipation by which he/she
psychologically wait and want something to happen. In service marketing, expectation is defined
as a consumer‟s anticipation on a product or service that should be matched rather than would be
matched (Parasuraman et al. 1988). Anderson and Hair (1972) addressed expectation as “selfgenerated beliefs of product/service to come” or “type of assumption pre-set by an individual
consumer”. Olson and Dover (1979) defines consumer expectation as a pre-trial belief or notion
about a product or service.
There are several standards and levels of expectations discussed in the field of consumer
satisfaction/dissatisfaction (CS/D), showing poor agreement in this field (Zeithaml et al. 1993;
Miller 1977). Two main expectation standards are discussed in the literature of CS/D, i.e.
prediction and normative standard. When a prediction standard is applied, expectation works as a
prediction pre-set about what may occur during purchase transition (Zeithaml et al. 1993). Miller
(1977) referred to the prediction standard as an expected standard, in which the probability of a
quality is estimated. This expected level is formed by the average performance based on past
experiences. Sometimes prediction standard is cited as predictive expectation by which
anticipated performance level is estimated (Prakash 1984). In the normative standard, two types
of expectations have been discussed. Ideal expectation refers to a performance level that a
consumer wishes for or what consumers believe the performance level of a product or service
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“can be” (Miller 1977). Desired expectation describes the performance level of the product or
service the consumer wants to have (Swan and Trawick 1980). Normative expectations refer to
the quality level of a product or service by which a consumer will be completely satisfied
(Prakash 1984). Additionally, some other standards of expectation have been introduced and
discussed. Experience-based norm is the performance level that consumers believe will happen
according to their previous experience with a product/service (Woodruff et al.1983). Adequate
expectation defines the lowest performance level for acceptance that is similar to Miller‟s (1977)
minimum tolerable expectation (Zeithaml et al.1993). In a focus group, Zeithaml et al. (1993)
confirmed that the normative standard of expectation is appropriate for quality judgments. They
also identified a tolerance range in expectation that describes the gap between desired
expectation and adequate expectation. The gap can be expanded or contracted and varies among
attributes and individuals.
The role of expectation is critical for service quality measurements (Brown and Swartz
1989). The perceived quality of a product/service is determined by comparing the desire and the
perceived performance of a product/service. Alternatively, the quality of a product/service is
measured by the extent of compatibility between the perceived quality and expectation
(Parasuramn et al. 1988). Oliver (1980) proposed a model of expectancy-disconfirmation to
explore this mechanism. By this model, consumer consumption behavior and satisfaction level
can be ultimately determined according to the direction and level of disconfirmation. A
consumer will be satisfied when his/her desire is confirmed, i.e. disconfirmation is positive when
a product/service performs equal to or above his/her expectation. A consumer will be dissatisfied
when the disconfirmation is negative, i.e. the performance is under his/her expectation (Deliza
and MacFie 1996). Cardello (1994) adopted a 7-point expectation category scale to measure the
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disconfirmation levels (1= “did not match my expectation”, 7= “matched my expectation
perfectly”). Brandt (1987) applied a 5-point expectation category scale to assess service
performance according to consumer expectation (1= “much worse than expected”, 3= “about the
same as expected”, 5= “much better than expected”).

2.3 Sensory Evaluation
Sensory evaluation involves a series of techniques to employ human perceptions as
analytical instrumental tools to evaluate and measure the sensory characteristics of food products
and other goods (Lawless and Heymann 1999; Stone and Sidel 2004). The Sensory and
Consumer Science Division of the Institute of Food Technologists (IFT) defined “sensory
evaluation as a scientific discipline that is used to evoke, measure, analyze and interpret sensory
reactions to the characteristics of foods or materials that are perceived through the senses of
sight, smell, taste, touch and hearing” (Anonymous 1975). As it is indicated, sensory evaluation
includes testing organization, data and data analysis, and results interpretation and reporting.
Compared to traditional methodologies working on chemical substances or physical properties,
sensory evaluation offers more direct and actionable solutions applying consumer sensory
experience with products at much lower costs. These are significant for product development
marketing practices (Stone and Sidel 2004).
Sensory evaluation has a long history. In the early 20 th century, businessmen applied
sensory testing to grade the quality of goods, such as wine, coffee, tea, fish, meat and so on.
These grading systems produced some professional sensory tasters and consultants for the
industries in foods, beverages and cosmetics (Meilgaard et al. 2007). A systematic sensory
evaluation can be traced back to the wartime when the American army required higher quality
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food items and the triangle test was developed in Scandinavia (Pangborn 1964). Among
industrial sectors, food and beverage businesses offered strong support for the development of
sensory evaluations at its early stage (Stone and Sidel 2004). With years of development and
evolvement, sensory evaluation has become a unique and reputable science principle (Stone and
Sidel 1995). Many mature and formal methodologies are available in sensory evaluation and they
are continuously refined by sensory professionals (Meilgaard et al. 2007).
Three classic and distinct sensory methodologies are available for product practice:
descriptive, discrimination and affective (Lawless and Heymann 1999; Stone and Sidel 2004).
Descriptive and discrimination are analytical tools. Descriptive analysis is used to identify the
perceived attributes intensities and detect the magnitude of differences in attributes across the
products. Normally descriptive panels are selected following strict guidelines and are made up of
highly trained people. Discrimination analysis diagnoses the differences among products without
considering the magnitude of the differences. Either trained or naïve consumers can be applied
for discrimination panel depending on the requirements of the project. Affective tests, including
preference and hedonic testing, measure consumer preferences and the hedonic levels on
products or services. Naïve consumer panels representing the target market should be used for
affective testing. Overall, the goal and requirement of a specific project determine the method
applied.
Sensory response is a complex process and at least involves the following three steps: 1. A
stimulus is translated into a nerve signal by touching the sense organ and finally the signal
reaches the brain; 2. A perception is formed by the brain through a mechanism of interpreting the
coming sensation with a reference from previous experience; 3. A response is functioned
according to perceived perceptions (Schiffman 1996). Along with these steps, physiological and
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psychological factors might affect sensory perception (Meilgaard et al. 2007). Adaptation and
enhancement/suppression are two main physiological Phenomena during sensory perception.
Adaptation refers to situations where a subject‟s sensitivity is modified as a result of a continuing
exposure to one stimulus. Enhancement/suppression happens when the interaction of sensory
perception between two substances occurs. Common psychological errors involved with sensory
perception include: expectation error, habituation error, stimulus error, logical error, halo effect,
serving order, mutual suggestion, motivation absence and scaling performance. Besides these
physiological and psychological factors, panelist‟s physical condition might also impact sensory
perception, such as sickness, emotional upset and pressure. Since these factors and subsequent
effects are quite common in sensory research, it is very important for sensory professionals to
identify the resources of variance and find some appropriate solutions to relieve the effects from
these factors. These solutions include random sampling, experimental design and robust
statistical tools.

2.4 Central Location Test (CLT)
Laboratory tests, central location tests (CLT) and home-use tests are three primary
categories of consumer acceptance testing. The CLT test is the most popular in consumer
sensory research, especially in marketing research (Stone and Sidel 2004). Generally laboratory
test is regarded as one form of CLT tests. As it indicates, a CLT test is carried out at a central
location, such as laboratories, fairs, churches, shopping malls, and so on, where consumers can
be assembled and testing stations can be set up. The popularity of CLT tests is due to the
following reasons: 1. Well-controlled testing environment and efficient communication with
consumers; 2. High representativeness of consumers from the target market; 3. Multiple products
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tested in a single test session. However, CLT tests do have disadvantages. Compared to homeuse tests or other normal consumption environments, the consumption conditions under CLT
tests seem artificial and testing questions are limited (Meilgaard et al. 2007).
In CLT tests, consumers are recruited using specific screening criteria required by the
project. To get a more homogeneous consumer sample, some demographics or consumption
behaviors might be emphasized during screening. The variance of consumer response may be
improved if a more homogeneous group is employed. However, there might be some bias in
consumer responses because of small sample size and familiarity among consumers (Stone and
Sidel 2004). In addition, to avoid some possible effects of pre-determined knowledge with
products, company employees and their relatives should not be encouraged to participate in
product sensory evaluations.
There are some guidelines for sample sizes on consumers and products when using CLT
testing. Consumer sample size might vary across projects. Typically 50-300 responses to each
product are possible for each target market (Meilgaard et al. 2007) depending on testing
conditions. CLT tests always have some variances. Increasing the consumer sample size can
decrease the effects of factors that are of no interest. Further, a larger consumer sample size
should be considered if consumer segmentations are likely. Stone and Sidel (2004)
recommended a sample of 100 responses per product. As for the number of products tested, it
should be limited to about five or six (Stone and Sidel 2004) for the convenience of operation.
This requirement is especially critical for the mall intercept CLT tests. A consumer might give
up if a test takes too long to complete. In addition, the quality of consumer responses will
decrease because of sensory interaction, fatigue, carryover effect and emotional change during
testing. So a successful CLT test needs professional sensory knowledge.
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2.5 Scales in Sensory Science
Besides the Just-About-Right (JAR) scale, the 9-point hedonic scale and the line intensity
scale are other two common instruments in sensory evaluation. These two scales have been
widely investigated, discussed and applied in the field of sensory science since its advent.
The 9-point hedonic scale is designed for measuring consumer acceptance levels of a
specific item (Lawless and Heymann 1999). This scale is composed of nine hedonic categories
with wording labels from “dislike extremely” to “like extremely” (Figure 2.1). The 9-point
hedonic scale was originally developed and discussed in detail when assessing the acceptability
level of military food (Jone et al.1955; Peryam and Pilgrim 1957). The reliability and validity of
9-point hedonic scale were assessed and confirmed by wide investigations on military food
products (Peryam et al.1960; Meiselman et al. 1974). However, there is some criticism about
current data analysis using the 9-point hedonic scale. It has been pointed out that measurements
collected by this scale should not be treated as parametric data. However, in reality, these data
have been continuously treated as parametric measurements and many parametric statistical
tools, such as analysis of variance (ANOVA) and t test are applied.
Dislike
Extremely

□

Dislike
Very Much

□

Dislike
Moderately

□

Dislike
Slightly

□

Neither Like
Nor Dislike

□

Like
Slightly

□

Like
Moderately

□

Like
Very Much

□

Like
Extremely

□

Figure 2.1: 9-point verbal hedonic category scale
For the measurements on attribute intensity, line scale is widely used in sensory descriptive
analysis (Stone and Sidel 1998). Even using untrained subjects, the results produced by line
scales were found comparable to other standard scales (Lawless 1989). So it can assume that
measurements by line scales will be more reliable when a trained panel is involved. However,
similar to other instruments, testing instruction and appropriate references are always critical for
the success of line scale applied in the descriptive analysis. Quantitative Descriptive Analysis
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(QDA®) widely applies line scales to measure attribute intensities, which is distinct from other
descriptive methods such as the SpectrumTM descriptive analysis method (Meilgaard et al. 2007).
In the QDA®, a typical line scale is designed 15 cm in length with low and high intensity
wording anchors located 1.5 cm from each end (Figure 2.2, Stone and Sidel 2004)). Normally,
the low intensity anchor is set at the left and the high intensity anchor is placed on the right. Even
15-cm line scale is widely employed in the QDA®, no evidence supports that 15-cm line scale is
more reliable or valid than others in different lengths. The design of line scales is consistent with
the notion of functional measurement and the graphic rating-scale proposed by Anderson (1970).
Two advantages are noticeable in line scales: absence of numerical value and limited wording;
these designs help decrease some potential bias (Stone and Sidel 2004). The intensities measured
by line scales are parametric; these data are formative and flexible for parametric statistical
analysis tools when repeated designs are applied (Stone and Sidel 2004).

Figure 2.2: Intensity line scale

2.6 Consumer Sensory Profiling and Ideal Intensities
Traditionally it is accepted that only trained or expert panels can assess product sensory
attribute at an analytical level and naïve consumer panels can be used for preference/affective
tests (Worch et al. 2010a). Stone and Sidel (2004) pointed out that sensory profiling was a
complex process and a trained descriptive panel should be more reliable than the average
population after careful screening and intensive panel training. In contrast, naïve consumers were
unable to fully accomplish the task of intensity measurements; instead they can only be qualified
for product hedonic measurement (Lawless and Heymann 1999). However, some studies have
verified the reliability and validity of consumer panels for attribute intensity measurement.
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Husson et al. (2001) found that the consumer panel showed high quality discrimination,
consensus and reproducibility in sensory profiling for grape/raspberry beverages. Worch et al.
(2010a) found that product profiling by expert panels and consumer panels were highly
comparable. Actually, in today‟s competitive marketplace, consumer panels have been used for
many creative descriptive profiling techniques to save operation cost and time, such as free
sorting tasks, napping technique (Pagès 2005) and Flash Profile (Sieffermann 2002). Consumer
sensory profiling is becoming popular in industry even though some scholars still show negative
attitudes toward this technique. These scholars insist that consumer panels can only be applied
to those easily detectable global attributes if other options are not available (Stone and Sidel
2004; Meilgaard et al. 2007). In reality, consumers are able to diagnose a global sensory profile,
and descriptive panels should be able to provide more refined sensory profiles. For instance,
consumers are able to provide global intensities for a strawberry flavor but the character of the
strawberry flavor is a task better suited to trained panelists. Familiarity with products and full
understanding of the attributes are critical for product sensory profiling using naïve consumer
panels. In summary, consumer panels might be an alternative method for product sensory
profiling.
Companies work endlessly to create the “best” product for the competitive market. To
achieve this mission, it is essential for product developers to understand consumer preference
and sensory characteristics of a “best” product. Hypothetically, the “best” product refers to the
“consumer‟s ideal product”. An ideal product is created with ideal product characteristics. In the
attitude model, an ideal point of an attribute refers to the maximum quality level at which a
consumer has a favorable attitude toward the product (Ginter 1974). In the literature of consumer
satisfaction/dissatisfaction, an “ideal” point of expectation refers to a product/service
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performance level that the consumer wishes for or what the consumer believes the performance
level of a product/service “can be” (Miller 1977). However, in reality, the “ideal” point is hard to
reach. In consumer sensory science, an “ideal” product is typically achieved through statistical
tools by liking product sensory profiling and consumer hedonic liking, such as LSA (Ennis 2004)
and EDIPM (Meullenet at al. 2008). When using JAR scaling, an “ideal” product is created by
maintaining all the attributes at just about right levels. Similar to consumer sensory profiling,
researchers have creatively applied consumer panels directly to determine ideal intensities for
product attributes (Hoggan 1975; Goldman 2005; Cooper et al. 1989; Van Trijp et al. 2007).
However, these practices in the industry have prompted researchers to investigate the
validity of consumer panels for ideal sensory profiling. In his research, Moskowitz (1971) found
consumer liking increased when the intensity of some stimuli approach an ideal-point and then
decreased when the attribute intensity was stronger than the ideal-point level (e.g., sugar). When
consumers rated an attribute as “not enough” or “too strong”, consumer ideal actually acted as a
reference/standard to diagnose the attribute performance (McBride and Booth 1986). Several
researches support the idea that consumers hold firm and clear ideal-points for some stimuli
(Booth et al. 1983; Frijters and Rasmussen-Conrad 1982; Mattes and Lawless 1985; Moskowitz
1972). Many marketers believe consumers know well their likings and disliking based on their
ideals. Studies have shown that consumers maintain their ideals across testing sessions, time and
locations. Szczesniak et al. (1975) found consumer panels presented a good reproducibility on
ideal texture profiling at different time sessions and locations in the United States. Consumer
panels demonstrated a high reproducibility of ideal sensory intensities in product testing across
three markets within 12 months (Hoggan 1975). Mathematically, the reliability of ideal
intensities can be diagnosed if the product had an effect on rating of ideal intensities (Cooper et
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al. 1989; Worch et al. 2010b). For diagnosis on reliability of ideal intensities by consumer
panels, more than one product are neccessary because not only it is required by the F-statistic,
but also product might show an effect on consumer ideal ratings (Worch et al. 2010b).

2.7 Consumer Segmentation
Consumers are different in terms of their purchase and consumption behaviors. In other
words, the nature of consumer preference is heterogeneous (i.e. consumers like different
products). However, consumers might be identical within some dimensions of consumption
behavior. For instance, in the yogurt market the producer can always find some consumers who
like vanilla-flavored yogurt. These facts present manufacturers with opportunities to identify
themselves in a niche market.
In market research, segmentation techniques are widely applied to identify a more
homogenous population who has similar consumption behaviors. Then all the product practices
can be focused for the target population (Moskowitz and Bernstein 2000). The principle of
segmentation techniques is to minimize the variance within groups and maximize the variance
between groups (Meullenet et al. 2007). Many characteristics of consumers can be considered
for segmentation, including demographic information or other social variables (Thybo 2004). In
consumer sensory science, consumer overall liking on products are frequently offered as factors
for segmentation (Jaeger et al. 2003).
Agglomerative hierarchical technique is one of common clustering methods used for
segmentation. In Agglomerative hierarchical clustering, similarities among subjects can be
diagnosed by the squared Euclidean distance. Based on this practice, each subject (consumer) is
initially considered as a group. Then a new subject is clustered into the group that is most
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similar. To identify consumer segmentation based on their preference (such as, hedonic data),
Agglomerative hierarchical clustering can work on raw, centered (i.e. row mean is zero) or
standardized data. When raw data are applied, clusters are determined according to consumer
liking scores on products. When centered data are used, scaling effect will not be considered
during clustering. The difference in preference across products will be missed when standardized
data are adopted for cluster analysis. The determination of segmentation is a subjective
processing and it might be open to question (Meullenet et al. 2007). McEwan (1998) suggested a
group of less than 20% of total consumers should not be counted as a valid segment because it
might be hard to interpret. A solution is available for checking if segmentations are valid, i.e.
applying statistical tools to diagnose if final segments show any effect on the variables of
interest.

2.8 Partial Least Squares (PLS) Regression
Product sensory characteristics are considered to have direct effects on product quality
(Sørensen et al. 2003; Cardello 1994). In product development, product sensory profiling is
frequently applied as predictors in the regression models to identify the driving factors of
consumer liking. Collinearities among product sensory attributes are quite common within a
product set. Some regression techniques, e.g. linear regression models, are unable to solve these
problems. Partial least squares (PLS) regression can successfully deal with these challenges in
sensory science when sensory attributes are applied as predictors (Xiong and Meullenet 2006)
Partial least squares (PLS) regression originates from principle component regression
(PCR) but overcomes some shortages in the PCR. In the PCR, some extracted component may
not be significantly related to the dependent variable (Meilgaard et al. 2007). PLS regression
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adopts principle component analysis (PCA) techniques to extract some latent components from
independent variables. These components are achieved by balancing variance explanations
between independent variables and dependent variables (Martens et al. 2007; Meilgaard et al.
2007; Wold 1975). Cross validation can be used to determine the components in the final model
that has the smallest predicted residual sum of squares (PRESS). PLS regression is widely
applied in sensory science to investigate the effect of sensory attributes on product quality.
Tenenhaus et al. (2005) used the PLS regression to investigate the relationships between
consumer liking and product characteristics in orange juice. PLS regression technique was
applied to identify attribute Kano categories in dry sweet biscuits (Rivière et al. 2006).

2.9 Orange Juice Consumption in U.S
Orange juice is the most popular fruit juice in the world because of its appealing orange
flavor and richness in nutrition (Shaw 1991). Orange is a favorite fruit among Americans and it
is the third most consumed fresh fruit behind bananas and apples. However, orange juice is the
most consumed fruit juice and it is consumed 2.5 times more than apple juice (Pollack et al.
2003). Oranges and their juices have competitive health benefits, including being a good source
of vitamin C and folic acid. Some organizations, such as the American Heart Association, the
American Cancer Society and the March of Dimes, have certified these advantages. The orange
juice manufacturers are permitted to promote their products using this certification (Pollack et al.
2003).
Florida is the main state for orange production and orange juice processing in the United
States. Over 94% of Florida oranges are processed into orange juice. It has been reported by the
Florida Department of Citrus that 1.2 billion gallons of orange juice was produced in 1995
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(Moshonas and Shaw 2000). Commercial orange juices are available in three main types:
pasteurized not from concentrate, frozen concentrate and single strength reconstituted from
concentrate (Farnworth et al. 2002). Freshness in orange juice is a critical sensory attribute
affecting consumer preference (Fan 2004). Orange flavor is created by a complex mixture of a
series of volatile compounds in related proportions (Shaw 1991). These include terpenes,
aldehydes, alcohols and esters (Farnworth et al. 2002). Processing techniques affect the quality
of orange juice, including thermal and non-thermal treatments applied (Fan 2004). Sensory
science has been applied as a tool to assess orange juice quality (Fan 2004; Luckow and
Delahunty 2004; Farnworth et al. 2002).

2.10 Summary from Literature Review
The Kano theory has been widely applied to product quality management. The classic
Kano attributes classification methodology can be modified to match the requirements of specific
projects. Apart from the classic methodology, several attribute Kano classification methods have
been proposed and discussed. However, disagreements among these methods exist and further
research needs to be conducted to validate them.
Consumer expectation plays an important role in the evaluation of product quality. The
normative standard of expectation is verified as playing a critical role for this process. Consumer
expectation shows a tolerant range toward a product/service. This range describes the gap
between the adequate level and the desired level for an attribute of product/service. Attribute
quality of a product/service can be measured by the distance between perceived performance and
individual consumer expectations.
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Consumer panels are valid for product sensory profiling, especially for global attributes.
Additionally, consumers are able to rate their ideal intensities for specific attributes. By JustAbout-Right (JAR) scale, consumers can determine if an attribute is “too little”, “just about
right” or “too much”, reflecting consumer‟s ability to evaluate threshold intensities acceptable
for a product.
Collinearity among product attributes is a challenging task common in sensory science.
Partial least squares (PLS) regression is an efficient tool to meet these requirements.
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Chapter 3: Experiment One: Assessment of Consumer Perception of the Sensory
Attributes of Orange Juice by the Classic Kano Methodology
In the classic Kano methodology, attribute Kano categories are determined using a paired
functional/dysfunctional questionnaires and an interpretation table. The questionnaires and the
interpretable table can be modified to match specific requirements of questionnaire designs and
language environment. In practice, this determination can be accomplished without product
evaluation. The objective of this experiment is to apply the classic Kano methodology to
determine attribute Kano categories for orange juice.

3.1 Materials and Methods
This research was carried out and administered using the Survey Monkey
(www.surveymonkey.com). In the classic method, the attributes functional and dysfunctional
forms were designed using the concepts of the Just-About-Right (JAR) scales, and a modified
interpretation table was applied. Seven orange juice attributes were investigated: orange color,
orange flavor, sweetness, sourness, pulpiness, thickness and freshness. In addition, consumer
liking and preference for attributes were collected for investigating their potential effects on
attribute Kano classification.

3.1.1 Questionnaire Design
In the classic attribute Kano classification methodology, the functionality of an attribute
was defined as having a desired/acceptable intensity level, while it was dysfunctional when its
intensity level was either “too much” or “too little”. This was done because typical evaluation of
Kano attributes are usually about the presence or absence of an attribute (e.g. the TV has a
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remote control or not or the cell phone has internet access or not). For the functional and
dysfunctional quality of each attribute, consumer acceptance was diagnosed using a 5-level
category verbal scale (1= “I would enjoy it more that way”; 2= “This is a basic requirement for
me to accept this product”; 3= “This would not affect my acceptance of this product”; 4= “I
dislike it that way, but could tolerate it”; 5= “I dislike it that way, and would not accept it”)
(Berger et al.1993). To explore consumer attitudes on attribute quality defined by a 5-point JAR
scale, consumer liking was diagnosed by a 9-point verbal category hedonic scale (1= “dislike it
extremely”, 2= “dislike it very much”, 3= “dislike it moderately”, 4= “dislike it slightly”, 5=
“neither like nor dislike”, 6= “like it slightly”, 7= “like it moderately”, 8= “like it very much”, 9=
“like it extremely”). Besides collecting consumer demographic information, consumers‟
preference for sourness, sweetness and pulpiness in terms of the intensity (low, medium and
high) were measured and diagnosed for potential segmentation at the end of the survey. The
details about these questionnaires can be found in Appendix 2 of the thesis.

3.1.2 Procedures
Once the survey was posted online (www.surveymonkey.com), an invitation was sent out
by email to the consumers in a database (N=~4,500) maintained by the Sensory and Consumer
Research Center at the Food Science Department, University of Arkansas. Those who showed
interest and were willing to participate in this research were directed to this online survey. To
encourage participation, consumers were notified that $500.00 in gift cards would be given away
to the consumers who had successfully completed this survey, and winners would be selected by
a random drawing.
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3.1.3 Data Analysis
The online survey data were downloaded from the Survey Monkey
(www.surveymonkey.com) and stored in Microsoft Excel for further analysis.
Consumer responses were translated into one of the Kano attribute categories using a
modified Kano attribute interpretation table (Table 3.1). The frequencies of consumer responses
for each Kano category for an attribute were tabulated in JMP® 8.0 (SAS Institute, Inc. Cary,
NC). The final Kano category of an attribute was determined using the statistical mode, i.e. the
final attribute Kano category is determined by the one where the attribute has the highest
consumer responses. The original Kano interpretation table was slightly adjusted for specific
wordings in this project.
Table 3.1: Adjusted Kano attribute interpretation table1
When orange juice is either TOO
DARK or TOO LIGHT in ORANGE
COLOR, how to you feel?
(Dysfunctional Form)
1
2
3
4
5

Orange Color2

When orange juice has a
DESIRABLE/ACCEPTABLE
level of ORANGE COLOR, how
do you feel? (Functional Form)

1

Q

A

A

A

O

2

R

Q

I

I

M

3

R

R

I

I

M

4
5

R
R

R
R

R
R

Q
R

M
Q

Note. 1. A=attractive M=must-be O=one-dimensional I=indifferent R=reversal Q=questionable
2. Orange color is set as an example.
Consumer liking for the attribute quality (defined by a 5-point JAR scale) was analyzed by a
two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) in JMP® 8.0 (SAS Institute, Inc. Cary, NC) (α=0.05). In
the model, attribute quality levels were treated as fixed effects and panelists were regarded as
random effects. The Tukey-Kramer HSD (honestly significant difference) test was conducted to
identify the different pairs when the F-statistic was detected as significant.
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Consumer preferences for orange juice type in terms of intensity levels (low, medium and
high) of sweetness, sourness and pulpiness, were tabulated for further diagnosis. Further
interpretations were discussed if consumer segments (i.e. groups of consumers preferring
different orange juice types) showed effects on attribute Kano classification.

3.2 Results and Discussion
3.2.1 Demographic
A sample (n=1072) was successfully collected from the online survey. This sample was
composed of 70.62% female and 29.38% male. Around 93% of respondents were primary
shoppers. About 44% of the consumers were between 28 to 48 years of age, 29.57% were under
28 years of age and 26.59% were above 48 years of age. About 50% of the consumers had
household annual incomes between $40,000 and $79,999. About 33% of the consumers had
household annual incomes above $80,000. About 30% of the consumers had either a high school
diploma (~29.94%) or less (~1.03%). Around 5% of the consumers had Doctorate degrees.
Caucasian was the main ethnic group represented at 85%. Consumers who were frequent orange
juice users were recruited for this research. More than 50% of the consumers drank orange juice
at least 3 times per week (~36%) or daily (~20.62%) and only around 8% of consumers drank
orange juice less than 2 times per month.
Consumer preference for orange juice types was investigated (Figure 3.1). For sweetness,
about 75% of consumers liked “medium sweet” and only about 8% preferred “high sweet”. It
indicated that sweetness was one of the favorite attributes among consumers but that consumers
tried to avoid “high sweet”. There were comparable consumer distributions in the groups of “low
sour” (~48%) and “medium sour” (~50%), which indicated potential consumer segmentations. In
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contrast, preference for pulpiness showed a normality-alike distribution: about 31% of the
consumers preferred “no pulp” and around 17% liked “high pulp” products.
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Figure 3.1: Consumer distributions under preference levels

3.2.2 Attribute Kano Classification
For each attribute, the frequency of each Kano category, i.e., attractive, must-be, onedimensional, indifferent, reversal and questionable, were tabulated and plotted in Figure 3.2. The
final attribute Kano category is determined by the classic Kano rule, i.e. attribute Kano category
is the one where it has the highest percentage of consumer responses. Orange color had the
highest consumer response (about 53%) in the category of indifferent; so orange color is an
indifferent attribute. In contrast, the other attributes were found to have the highest consumer
responses in the category of attractive: orange flavor (37.59%), sweetness (43.28%), sourness
(22.48%), pulpiness (39.74%), thickness (36.10%) and freshness (75.84%). These are attractive
attributes.
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According to the Kano theory, the quality of orange color in orange juice should not affect
consumer liking or disliking if other product attributes can be kept stable. Attribute intensities at
desirable/acceptable levels for orange flavor, sweetness, sourness, pulpiness, thickness and
freshness would significantly increase consumer liking but they would not affect the product
quality if the intensities of these attributes were “too little” or “too much”. One point in common
between indifferent and attractive attributes is that their poor performance (“too little” or “too
much”) does not affect consumer liking. These results might indicate consumer acceptance for
orange juice in the current marketplace in terms of the qualities of these attributes and consumers
showed low expectations on these attribute performances.
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Figure 3.2: Distributions of consumer responses in Kano categories
However, the interpretation of these results could be misleading if consumer responses in
other categories are not considered. There were 52.99% of consumers who classified orange
color as an indifferent attribute and 31.44% of consumers classified it as an attractive attribute.
The high responses in the categories of indifferent and attractive indicated that the performance
of orange color in current commercial products was within their acceptable range and some
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consumers had low expectations on orange color. The attributes, i.e., orange flavor, sweetness,
sourness, pulpiness and thickness, had fairly even distributions in the categories of attractive and
indifferent. These might indicate potential consumer segmentation. Additionally, for sourness,
there were similar consumer responses in the categories of attractive, must-be, indifferent and
questionable. Besides potential consumer segmentation, it might reflect consumers‟ confusion
with the questionnaires, especially the high level of responses in the category of questionable.
Consumer responses in the category of questionable reached 22.0%, in which consumer
responses to the cells 4-4 (~46%) and 5-5 (38%) (4=“I dislike it that way, but could tolerate it”,
5= “I dislike it that way, and would not accept it”) represented about 84% of the questionable
category for sourness. These responses within sourness reflect a fact that consumers showed
negative opinions toward sourness in orange juice. A similar phenomenon could be detected in
pulpiness. There were about 15% of consumer responses in the category of questionable in
pulpiness. About 54% of the “questionable” responses came from the cells of 4-4(~21%) and 55(~34%) for the consumers who indicated that they preferred “no pulp” orange juice. These
biases in pulpiness might happen when the ideal performance of pulpiness for “no pulp”
consumers was a product totally without pulp. As a result, some confusion with questionnaires
might happen when “no pulp” users were asked to provide their feelings toward pulpiness in
orange juice. Freshness was classified as an attractive attribute; this determination was confirmed
by more than 75% of consumer responses in this category, reflecting consumer preference and
low expectation on freshness performance with current commercial products.

3.2.3 Effect of Consumer Preference for Sweetness on Sweetness Kano Identification
Overall consumer preference for sweetness did not show significant effect on sweetness
Kano identification, which is similar to the one determined by the consumers as a whole. In the
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groups, the categories of attractive have the highest consumer responses: 37.01% in low sweet
users, 43.02% in medium sweet users and 56.82% in high sweet users. So sweetness is an
attractive attribute to consumers in these groups. Similarly, consumer responses with the
category of indifferent were relatively high, 20.99% in low sweet users, 23.63% in medium
sweet users and 14.94% in high sweet users. These findings indicate that consumers have a broad
acceptable range/level for sweetness and consumers will be satisfied when an orange juice has
desirable/acceptable levels of intensity in sweetness. For low sweet users, consumer
segmentation may exist since consumer responses within the categories of attractive and
indifferent are very close. In high sweet users, the determination of attribute Kano category on
sweetness was strongly confirmed by a high consumer response (58.60%) in the attractive
category. However, this conclusion was weakened by the small sample size in this group (n=87)
(Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: Consumer responses of sweetness Kano categories under sweetness preference
levels
3.2.4 Effect of Consumer Preference for Sourness on Sourness Kano Identification
Sourness Kano identifications across different preference groups were slightly different
from the one determined by the consumers as a whole (Figure 3.4).
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Low sour consumers classified sourness as a must-be attribute with 22.9% of consumer
responses. Actually, there were more consumer responses in the category of questionable
(31.5%) than those in must-be (22.9%). About 90% of these questionable responses were from
the cells of 4-4 (38.9%) and 5-5 (50.6%) (4=“I dislike it that way, but could tolerate it”, 5= “I
dislike it that way, and would not accept it”). However, it does not mean sourness will be a
questionable attribute, but it does reflect the poor efficiency of the methodology, such as,
consumers might be confused by the questions asked. Further improvement on research methods
is necessary. Low sour users seem more sensitive to the sourness in orange juice and they might
be psychologically sensitive to the wording on sourness in the questionnaires.
In contrast, consumers in medium and high sour groups identified sourness as an attractive
attribute with 29.5% and 56.30% consumer responses, respectively. For the medium sour group,
there were 13.5% consumer responses in the category of questionable and those responses from
cells 4-4 (61.6%) and 5-5(11.0%) accounted for more than 70% of consumer responses in this
category. These results challenge the efficiency of traditional Kano attribute classification
methodology. For the medium sour user, relatively high consumer responses (25.80%) in the
category of indifferent indicated that consumers had more flexibility when it came to sourness.
The determination for sourness by high sour orange juice users seems solid but it was poorly
supported by the small sample size (n=16).
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Figure 3.4: Consumer responses of sourness Kano categories under sourness preference levels

3.2.5 Effect of Consumer Preference for Pulpiness on Pulpiness Kano Identification
Consumers show preferences for the type of orange juice in terms of pulpiness. Three
preference groups were identified: no pulp, some pulp and high pulp. Consumers seem to be
normally distributed across these groups. The effect of pulpiness preference on attribute Kano
classification was plotted in Figure 3.5.
In the no pulp group, there were comparable consumer responses in the categories of
attractive (20.48%), must-be (18.37%), indifferent (18.07%) and questionable (23.8%). For this
group, pulpiness would be a questionable attribute if the classic Kano rule is applied. However,
high responses in the category of questionable indicated poor efficiency of the questionnaire with
this group of consumers. In these questionable responses, those in the cell 4-4 accounted for
32.4% and cell 5-5 represented 52% of these questionable responses. These might indicate that
no pulp users preferred less pulp or even completely “no pulp” in orange juice. Actually, an ideal
pulpiness for no pulp users was “zero” pulpy. As a result, “no pulp” consumers seemed confused
by the questionnaire.
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For some pulp groups, consumer responses in the categories of attractive (44.50%) and
indifferent (40%) were comparable and suggested significant differences among subjects as to
the importance of pulpiness and potential consumer segmentation.
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Figure 3.5: Consumer responses of pulpiness Kano categories under pulpiness preference levels
For the high pulp group, more than 70% of consumers classified pulpiness as an attractive
attribute. This determination is strongly supported. This result indicates the preference of high
pulp consumers and their poor satisfaction and low expectation on the quality of pulpiness in
products they may be exposed to.

3.2.6 Effect of Attribute Quality on Liking
Consumers might show preference for an attribute at different quality levels . The quality
level of an attribute was defined by a 5-point JAR scale, i.e., “much too little”, “too little”, “just
about right”, “too much” and “much too much”. Consumer likings toward these attribute
qualities were investigated and illustrated in Figure 3.6. As expected, consumers like the attribute
quality most when it was at the just about right level. Graphically, consumer liking on the quality
of orange color, sweetness and thickness seemed normally distributed when compared with other
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attributes. For these attributes, bias from just about right levels, i.e. “too much” and “too little”
showed similar effects on consumer likings. In orange flavor and freshness, consumers preferred
for the attribute to be “too much” than “too little”. In contrast, “too little” intensities on sourness

Consumer liking

and pulpiness were more acceptable to the consumers than those at “too much” levels.
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Figure 3.6: Consumer likings on attribute quality
Table 3.2: Mean scores of consumer liking on attribute quality
Much
too little

Too
little

Just
about right

Too
much

Much
too much

Orange color

4.0e

5.0c

8.1a

5.2b

4.6d

Orange flavor

3.1e

4.3d

8.3a

5.0b

4.5c

Sweetness

3.8e

4.9b

8.3a

4.7c

3.9d

Sourness

4.6c

5.3b

7.9a

3.6d

2.9e

Pulpiness

5.9c

6.2b

7.8a

4.6d

4.0e

Thickness

4.1d

5.1b

8.1a

4.4c

3.8e

Attribute

Freshness
4.8e
5.4d
8.3a
7.1b
6.9c
Note: means followed by different letters within the same attribute show significant difference
(α=0.05) using the Tukey-Kramer HSD.

3.2.7 Effect of Consumer Preference for Sweetness on Sweetness Quality (JAR)
Consumers were divided into three groups in terms of their preference over sweetness: low
sweet, medium sweet and high sweet. Consumers from each group were assumed to show their
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liking on sweetness quality (defined by a JAR scale, “not nearly sweet enough”, “not sweet
enough”, “just about right”, “too sweet” and “much too sweet”) in their own way. The effects of
sweetness preference on sweetness quality were plotted in Figure 3.7.
As expected, just about right sweetness intensities are liked the most across the three
groups and within each group, consumer likings are significantly different across sweetness
quality levels. Interestingly, consumers across groups showed their preference on low and high
intensities in sweetness differently. Low sweet consumers preferred the low intensity of
sweetness, i.e. “not nearly sweet enough” and “not sweet enough” when it is compared to those
“too much” intensities. In the medium sweet group, consumer liking on the qualities of
sweetness seem to be normally distributed. However, consumer liking between “not nearly sweet
enough” and “much too sweet” was statistically significant in this group. High sweet consumers
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preferred and liked “too much sweet” products more than those at “too little sweet” levels.
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Figure 3.7: Effect of consumer preference for sweetness on consumer liking
Note: means followed by different letters within the same group show significant difference
(α=0.05) using the Tukey-Kramer HSD.
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3.2.8 Effect of Consumer Preference for Sourness Level on Sourness Quality (JAR)
Consumers were grouped in terms of their preference on sourness: low sour, medium sour
and high sour. Consumer overall likings on sourness quality (defined by a JAR scale, “not nearly
sour enough”, “not sour enough”, “just about right”, “too sour” and “much too sour”) were
investigated and plotted in Figure 3.8.
A similar finding about consumer preference for sourness was achieved. Consumers in
groups show their highest liking on sourness when it is at just about right level. The low sour
consumers preferred the low sourness intensities: “not nearly sour enough” and “not sour
enough” when compared to “too much” sourness. The high sour group liked the high sourness
intensities: “too sour” and “much too sour”, more than those “too low” sourness intensities. In
addition, in the high sour group, consumers did not show significant differences in liking of
sourness when it was “just about right” and “too sour”, respectively. Graphically, the medium
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sour group seemed to have equal liking on sourness at low and high intensity levels.
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Figure 3.8: Effect of consumer preference for sourness on consumer liking
Note: means followed by different letters within the same group show significant difference
(α=0.05) using the Tukey-Kramer HSD.
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3.2.9 Effect of Consumer Preference for Pulpiness on Pulpiness Quality (JAR)
Consumers were classified into three groups in terms of their preference on pulpiness in
orange juice: no pulp, some pulp and high pulp. Consumer liking on pulpiness under different
quality levels (defined by a JAR scale, “not nearly pulpy enough”, “not pulpy enough”, “just
about right”, “too pulpy” and “much too pulpy”) were depicted in Figure 3.9.
As expected, no pulp consumers expressed their preference over “low pulp” over “high
pulp”. Interestingly, in the no pulp group consumer liking for pulpiness quality of “not nearly
pulpy enough” was ranked the highest one and consumer liking towards “not pulpy enough” and
“just about right” was not found significantly different. The high pulp consumers preferred the
product with higher pulpiness: “too pulpy” and “much too pulpy” over lower pulpiness: “not
nearly pulpy enough” and “not pulpy enough”. Some pulp groups were visually found to have
equal preference over low and high intensities of pulpiness. However, consumer liking was
statistically different across the quality levels. It showed that some pulp consumers had a broad
tolerance of pulpiness intensity. In the high pulp groups, consumer likings also were found
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significantly different across the quality levels. These might be because of the large sample size.
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Figure 3.9: Effect of consumer preference for pulpiness on consumer liking
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Note: means followed by different letters within the same group show significant difference
(α=0.05) using the Tukey-Kramer HSD.

3.3 Conclusions and Implications
In experiment one, attribute Kano categories were determined through a modified classic
attribute Kano classification method, i.e. a paired functional/dysfunctional questionnaire and its
interpretation table. Overall, if the classic Kano classification methodology is applied, orange
color was classified as an indifferent attribute and other attributes: orange flavor, sweetness,
sourness, pulpiness, thickness and freshness were identified as attractive attributes. Consumer
likings are significantly different across attribute qualities defined by a 5-point JAR scale. It is
interesting to note that findings on orange color are contradictory between the Kano
methodology and the JAR methodology. Preference for attribute intensities (sweetness, sourness
and pulpiness) affects attribute Kano classification and consumer liking for these attributes.
However, in this research, the validation of attribute Kano classification needs further
evaluation. Before specific problems and challenges in this research can be discussed, several
weaknesses in the classic Kano attribute classification methodology need to be pointed out.
First, even though the Kano theory has been appealing to product developers and managers
since its invention, the classic attribute Kano classification is not a complete methodology. The
Kano model is a conceptual theory and describes the non-linear relationship between attribute
performance and consumer satisfaction/dissatisfaction. Obviously, both variables, i.e. attribute
performance and consumer attitudes (satisfaction/dissatisfaction), are defined in parametric
measurements. However, in the classic Kano attribute classification methodology, the qualities
(functional/dysfunctional) of attributes are frequently defined by one condition of the attribute‟s
benefit or even the existence/non-existence of a feature, and consumer satisfaction and
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dissatisfaction are diagnosed on that condition only. Obviously, the determinations on attribute
Kano categories by the classic Kano methodology will be biased and misleading.
Second, besides that consumers might be confused by the researcher-defined attributes and
the way the researchers define the quality of an attribute, another defect with this methodology
should be pointed out. By the classic methodology, consumers evaluate the functional and
dysfunctional quality of an attribute using a same preference scale. In the scale, a consumer has
the chance to indicate liking levels from “like” to “dislike” for an attribute quality. However, in
reality, it should not be expected that a consumer say “I like it that way” or “I am expecting it to
be that way” toward to an attribute when the attribute is dysfunctional. This method has
potentially increased the risk of incorrect responses from consumers.
Third, applying the frequency of consumer responses to determine attribute Kano category
always seems risky and arbitrary. First of all, due to several defects with this methodology, such
as poor ballot design, consumer responses might be misrepresented. This can cause incorrect
frequency distribution in some Kano categories. Secondly, when the frequencies of consumer
responses within two categories are similar, it might indicate potential consumer segmentation or
poor methodology. Any decision without considering these potential factors will be misleading.
Specifically, determinations on attributes Kano categories in this research are undermined
by the following issues.
First of all, an attribute Kano category was determined by the dominate category that had
the highest consumer responses. Meanwhile, it was common to see that there was fairly high
consumer response in other categories. For example, in orange flavor, 37.59% of consumers said
it was an attractive attribute and 24.44% of consumers treated it as an indifferent attribute. A
similar pattern could be found in pulpiness. Determining attribute Kano category by the highest
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consumer responses seemed arbitrary and risky when the classic method is applied. This practice
had decreased the credibility of these determinations. A solid statistical tool is expected to
support these attribute classifications.
Second, similar consumer responses across different Kano categories might show possible
consumer segmentations or inadequacy of the research methods. For sourness, there were
22.01% of consumers who classified it as a questionable attribute. It was worse when consumer
preference for sourness level was considered. In the low sour group, consumer responses in the
category of questionable reached 31.5%. Questionable responses always indicate the methods
applied in the research did not work well or consumers misunderstood the questionnaire. In this
research, sourness (22.01%) and pulpiness (14.74%) had high percentages of questionable
responses. For sourness, high consumer responses in the category of questionable probably
reflected consumers‟ negative attitudes toward sourness in orange juice even for questions
regarding ideal level of sourness. A similar phenomenon can be found for pulpiness. No pulp
consumers might have been confused by wording on pulpiness ideal level since it would be
defined for that group as “no pulp”. The functional version of the pulpiness question defined in
the questionnaire should have probably addressed the possibility that the ideal pulpiness level
could have been zero. All these miscommunications and misunderstandings between consumers
and researchers undermined the quality of research. This situation gets worse when the attributes
are negative and ambiguous. Researchers are expected to be more skillful in questionnaire
design and development. A trial is encouraged within internal groups before the questionnaires
are used for final consumer data collection.
Third, the questionnaire design might have further weakened the efficiency of attribute
classification in this research. The dysfunctional quality of an attribute was defined as “the
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intensity of this attribute is “too little” or “too much”. In this research, consumers also rated their
liking for attributes under different quality levels as defined by the 5-point JAR scale.
Consumers could also be confused when asked to rate the dysfunctional quality of an attribute,
where “too much” and “too little” are combined in one hypothetical question. A similar issue
happens with the way the functionality of an attribute is defined. The desirable/acceptable level
for a specific attribute should define a range of acceptable attribute intensities with an ideal level
included. In this range, an attribute might show different quality levels. From the standpoint of
attribute intensity levels, the functionality of an attribute can be defined by a range from
minimum acceptable intensity to ideal intensity (Min-Ideal), then from the ideal intensity to
maximum acceptable intensity (Ideal-Max). Referring to the finding that consumer likings over
“too much” and “too little” are different, consumers might respond to these two positive intensity
ranges differently. So the questionnaire wording for assessing attribute functional and
dysfunctional quality is not ideal in the Kano framework and improved methods are needed to
improve the efficiency of attribute classification.
Overall, the Kano modeling is a creative conceptual theory. This theory addresses nonlinear relationships between two sets of “continuous” variables. However, the attribute quality
defined in the classic Kano attribute classification methodology is imperfect. Therefore, the
determination of attribute Kano category can be somewhat biased and misleading. This
methodology might work when attribute functional/dysfunctional quality is defined as a feature
or function that is or is not existing. Challenges with the classic methodology remain. These
include careful wording in ballot design and rather simplistic data analysis methods. To make the
Kano theory more applicable, methodologies of attribute Kano classification are awaiting further
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research. Regression techniques could be a useful tool to overcome the disadvantages and
challenges in the classic Kano methodology.
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Chapter 4: Experiment Two: an Alternative Scaling Method to Improve Just-About-Right
(JAR) Scaling as a Product Optimization Tool Using Kano Modeling Concepts
The Kano modeling theory addresses non-linear relationships between attribute
performance and consumer satisfaction/dissatisfaction. Attribute Kano category can be
determined by diagnosing its effect on consumer satisfaction/dissatisfaction when attribute
quality is functional and dysfunctional, respectively. The objective of this research is to propose
an alternative scaling to the JAR scale and to determine attribute Kano characteristics in orange
juice by a regression technique.
In this research, two methods were proposed to measure attribute performance: the attribute
performance scale and the expectation scale. Partial least squares (PLS) regression was
employed to investigate the effects of attribute quality. Attribute Kano classifications by the two
methods were compared and discussed. The effects of consumer segmentation on product liking
and attribute Kano classifications (by the performance scale) were explored. In addition, attribute
diagnosis by the JAR scale and the performance scale in individual products were compared and
discussed.

4.1 Materials and Methods
In this study, an attribute performance scale was created by considering individual
consumer hypothetical intensities: minimum and maximum acceptable intensity and ideal
intensity. Attributes intensities, including hypothetical intensities and attribute perceived
intensity, were measured on 10-cm line scales individually. Based on these hypothetical
intensities (given by an individual consumer), the intensity range for a specific attribute was
partitioned into four attributes performance regions: TL, P-, P+ and TM (Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: Four attribute performance regions
The TL region defined attribute intensities that are lower than the consumer minimum
acceptable intensity. The TM region defined attribute intensities are more intense than the
consumer maximum acceptable intensities. The performance of an attribute rated within either
the TL or TM regions is negative. The levels of attribute negative performance were measured
by the distance (named as TL) from the minimum acceptable intensity to the observed intensity
when the actual intensity rating had fallen into the TL region or the distance (named as TM)
from the maximum acceptable intensity to the observed intensity when the intensity rating was
above the maximum acceptable intensity.
The performance of an attribute that is rated within either the region P- or P+ is positive.
The P- region referred to those intensities that are between the minimum acceptable intensity and
the ideal intensity. The P+ region defines the intensities rated within the range from the ideal
intensity to the maximum acceptable intensity. The levels of attribute positive performance were
measured by the distance (named as P-) from the minimum acceptable intensity to the observed
intensity when the actual intensity is rated within the P- region or the distance (named as P+)
from the maximum acceptable intensity to the observed intensity when the intensity was rated
within the P+ region.
Using the performance scale, the effects of attribute performance on consumer liking were
investigated through a partial least squares (PLS) regression. Similarly, attribute Kano categories
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were determined by considering the effects of attribute performance on consumer liking when it
is positive and negative, respectively.

4.1.1 Products
Considering the practicality and objectives of this research, and product representativeness,
three commercial orange juices were selected for consumer testing: Tropicana Pure Premium,
Minute Maid Original and Simply Orange Original (Table 4.1). The representativeness of these
products in relation to the orange juice market in the US was established by screening the
consumer hedonic data and sensory descriptive profiling data collected in a class project
(FDSC60V, fall 2008) instructed by professor Meullenet.
Table 4.1: Product List
Product

Description

Manufacturer

Tropicana Pure Premium

some pulp

Tropicana Manufacturing, Co.

Minute Maid Original

Low pulp

The Coca-Cola Co.

Simply Orange Original

No pulp

Simply Orange Juice Co.

4.1.2 Consumer Selection
A consumer sample (n=100) was screened and recruited from the panelist database
(~4,500) maintained by the Sensory and Consumer Research Center located at the Food Science
Department, University of Arkansas. In the screener, consumers were checked for their age,
gender, income, education, family employment, food allergy, juice consumption habits and
confidence in rating hypothetical intensities (minimum and maximum acceptable intensities and
ideal intensity) rating. The qualifiers were restricted by food allergy-free, liking and drinking
orange juice, and being confident in rating the hypothetical intensities. The consumers recruited
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for this study rated their liking for orange juice as “like moderately” or “like extremely” on a 9point hedonic scale. In addition, consumers verified that they were orange juice drinkers and that
they were “somewhat confident” or “very confident” in rating the hypothetical intensities.
The quotas in each criterion were balanced out as much as possible for possible consumer
segmentation: income, education, age and preference levels for sweetness, sourness, and
pulpiness in orange juice.
Once the screener was completed and posted on the SurveyMonkey® Website
(http://www.surveymonkey.com/), consumers in the panel database were invited and directed to
finish the online screener. In the invitation letter, consumers were notified that the testing would
take about 20 minutes and when their tests were finished they would receive a gift card in the
amount of $20.00 as an incentive for participating. The final panel was randomly selected by the
researcher from all the qualified consumers. The qualified tasting panel was assigned for product
evaluation at the sessions when they were available. The details of the screener can be found at
Appendix 3.

4.1.3 Testing Instruction
Consumers were invited to take part in product evaluation at the Sensory and Consumer
Service center, Food Science Department, University of Arkansas. Consumers were
prescheduled at specific session times. The receptionist checked participants IDs and consumers
were asked to sign the informed consent form. Consumers were assigned a panelist ID and a
testing booth, and then directed into testing areas. Consumers logged in the Compusense® by
entering their panelist ID into the computers. Consumers signaled the servers for sample by
inserting the panelist ID cards through the booth windows.
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At booth areas, consumers were provided with napkins, crackers (Nabisco ® Premium
Unsalted) and a cup of spring water on a serving tray. In the testing, there was a 2 minutes
mandatory break between samples. During the break, consumers were instructed to cleanse their
mouths by using some crackers and purified water to minimize some potential carryover effects
from previous samples.
Orange juices were kept refrigerated at a temperature of 3.3°C 24 hours before serving.
Orange juice bottles or cartons were labeled with the same three digit codes as those used for the
serving cups. During serving, products were kept in the coolers covered with ice to maintain
product temperature. Four ounces of orange juice were poured in 120 milliliters transparent
plastic cups (Solo Cup Company, Urbana, IL). These serving cups were labeled with random
three digit codes.
Once a consumer was ready for a sample, the server confirmed the sample by checking the
serving order on the screener. The product was prepared and served. These procedures were
repeated until the testing was accomplished. The consumers were excused and checked out with
the receptionist by showing their panelist ID. Consumers signed their names on a check-out
sheet, got paid and left.

4.1.4 Experiment Design
The samples were served in a sequential monadic order. Consumers evaluated the orange
juices in individual orders. Products were served under a balanced randomized complete block
design to alleviate the effects of serving order (Stone and Sidel 2004; MacFie et al. 1989).
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4.1.5 Scales Applied in the Questionnaire Design
During the testing, besides consumer overall liking, the products were diagnosed in terms
of orange color, orange flavor, sweetness, sourness, pulpiness, thickness and freshness. For each
attribute, its performance (measured by the JAR scale and the expectation scale) and intensities
were measured. Additionally, consumers were required to rate their own hypothetical intensities
(minimum and maximum acceptable intensity and ideal intensity) on individual line intensity
scales. At the end of the testing, consumer demographic and consumption preference were
collected. All these questionnaire designs and data collection were accomplished using the
Compusense® Five (Version 4.6, Compusense, Guelph, Canada). The details about the
questionnaire can be found at Appendix 4.
Consumer overall liking was measured by a 9-point verbal category hedonic scale (1=
“dislike extremely”, 2= “dislike very much”, 3= “dislike moderately”, 4= “dislike slightly”, 5=
“neither like nor dislike”, 6= “like slightly”, 7= “like moderately”, 8= “like very much”, 9= “like
extremely”) (Figure 2.1). A 5-point JAR scale was designed for diagnosing attribute performance
(Figure 4.2, orange color is exemplified). Low intensities were labeled on the left of the scale,
i.e. “much too little” and “too little”. The middle point was anchored as “just about right”. High
intensity levels, i.e. “too much” and “much too much”, were set on the right. The anchor
wordings were designed specifically for each attribute.
Not nearly
orange enough

□

Not
orange enough

□

Just about
right

□

Too
orange

□

Much
too orange

□

Figure 4.2: 5-point Just-About-Right (JAR) scale (orange color)
Attribute intensity was measured by a 10-cm line scale (Figure 4.3, orange color is
exemplified). On the line scale, the anchor of “not orange at all” was 1 cm from the left end and
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the other anchor labeled with “extremely orange” was 1 cm from the right end. The same scales
were applied to measure consumers‟ hypothetical intensities: minimum acceptable, ideal and
maximum acceptable separately.

Figure 4.3: 10-cm line intensity scale (orange color)
Consumers‟ expectation serves as a standard or reference for measuring the quality of a
product or service (Zeithaml et al. 1993). A 10-cm line expectation scale was designed for
measuring the quality level of each attribute in the products (Figure 4.4). The anchor of “much
worse than expected” was placed at 1 cm from the left end and the anchor of “much better than
expected” was placed at 1 cm from the right end. The midpoint was labeled with “The Same As
Expected”, which is the threshold point for attribute quality.

Figure 4.4: Line expectation scale

4.1.6 Data Treatment and Analysis
4.1.6.1 Data Validation
In this research, hypothetical intensities were given by individual consumers for each
attribute. Individual consumer data were validated by applying a rule of intensity magnitude in
these hypothetical intensities: minimum acceptable intensity < ideal intensity < maximum
acceptable intensity. Individual consumer data were completely excluded for further analysis if
he/she could not offer any set of valid hypothetical intensities for an attribute. For those who
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could not completely offer all valid hypothetical intensities, their invalid hypothetical intensities
for an attribute were adjusted and replaced by the means of those that were valid.

4.1.6.2 Data Adjustment: Line Expectation Scale
In the expectation line scale (Figure 4.5), attribute positive performance was defined when
quality was rated above the midpoint (Rating A), i.e. “The Same As Expected”. Attribute
performance was negative when the quality was rated below the midpoint (Rating B). Attribute
performance levels were measured by the distance from the observed quality ratings to the
midpoint. Absolute values were taken for both positive and negative performances.

Figure 4.5: Attribute performance measured by the expectation line scale

4.1.6.3 Data Adjustment: the Performance Scale
An attribute performance was positive (good quality) when its intensity was rated within
the region of either P- (minimum-ideal) or P+ (ideal-maximum). The positive performance level
was measured by the distance from the observed intensity and its close hypothetical intensity
(minimum acceptable or maximum acceptable intensity), such as rating A and rating B in Figure
4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Attribute positive performance
To alleviate the scaling effects (i.e. consumers varied in scaling to express their same
opinions), the initial attribute positive performance measurements were adjusted by the following
formulas:

or
An attribute‟s performance was negative (poor quality) when its intensity was rated within
the region of either TL (0-minimum) or TM (maximum-10). The attribute negative performance
level was measured by the distance from the observed intensity to its close hypothetical intensity
(minimum acceptable or maximum acceptable intensity), such as rating C and rating D in Figure
4.7.

Figure 4.7: Attribute Negative Performance
Similar adjustments were carried out on initial attribute negative performance measurements
(Rating C and Rating D)
or
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4.1.6.4 Data Analysis
All the statistical analysis applied in this research were carried out with significant levels
set at α=0.05.
Two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to diagnose if the products had
significant effects on consumer liking, attribute intensities and attribute acceptable intensity
ranges in JMP® (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, North Carolina), where products were treated as fixed
effects and panelists were regarded as random effects. The Tukey-Kramer HSD test was
conducted to identify the product pairs that were significantly different, when the products
showed significant effects. The same technique was applied to investigate the panel‟s
reproducibility of rating on hypothetical intensities (minimum and maximum acceptable and
ideal intensity) by diagnosing if the product had effects on these intensities (Cooper et al. 1989;
Worch et al. 2010b).
Three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to determine if the panel could
discriminate hypothetical intensities from one to another. In the model, products and types of
hypothetical intensity were treated as fixed effects and panelists were random effects.
A paired t-test was carried out to diagnose the difference between just about right intensity
and ideal intensity for each attribute. The just about right intensity referred to the attribute
observed intensity when this attribute was rated “just about right” by the JAR scales.
Another paired t-test was performed to compare two consumer acceptable intensity ranges,
i.e. the one defined by „from minimum acceptable intensity to ideal intensity‟ and the other
defined by „from ideal intensity to maximum acceptable intensity.‟
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An agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis was performed on the centered overall liking
data through the Ward‟s method, using Euclidian distance in JMP ® (SAS Institute, Inc. Cary,
North Carolina) to determine potential segmentations in consumer responses.
Partial least squares (PLS) regression in the Unscrambler® (Camo Process AS, Norway)
was employed to diagnose the effects of attribute performance (TL, P-, P+ and TM) on
consumer liking. For diagnosis of attribute performance using the JAR scales, two dummy
variables were created and represented for “too little” and “too much”, respectively. The effect of
attribute performance measured by the JAR scales was investigated through a similar PLS
regression by modeling consumer overall liking to the JAR dummy variables (Xiong and
Meullenet 2006).
Two distinct methods were employed to measure attribute performance: the expectation
scale and the performance scale. After being adjusted, these attribute performances were
modeled with consumer overall liking to determine the attribute Kano categories through a PLS
regression in Unscrambler® (Camo Process AS, Norway), respectively.
All the data were centered when the partial least squares (PLS) regression was applied and
the models were built through full-cross validations.
The attribute Kano categories were finally determined by considering the effects of positive
and negative performance of an attribute on consumer liking and the signs of corresponding
regression coefficients. An interpretation table was proposed and created (Table 4.2).
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Table 4.2: Proposed attribute Kano interpretation table
Negative Performance

Positive
Performance

Attribute

Significant
Nonsignificant

Significant

Non-significant

-

+

-

Q

Ro

RMB

+

O

Q

A

MB

RA

I

+

-

+

Notes: 1. A=attractive MB=must-be O=one-dimensional I=indifferent Q=questionable RMB=
reversal must-be RA=reversal attractive Ro =reversal one-dimensional. 2. “+” stands for positive
effect; “-” refers to negative effect.
4.2. Results and Discussion
4.2.1 Validation
After the validation based on the rules established in the methods section, the data from
twenty consumers were completely excluded from further analysis. For these consumers, their
performances of rating hypothetical intensities were diagnosed in Figure 4.8. Nine of them were
excluded because of their failure to rate hypothetical intensities on one attribute. The data from
two consumers were not valid because they were not able to offer any valid set of hypothetical
intensities.
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Number of consumers

10

9

8
6
4
2

2

2

2

2

2

3
4
5
Number of invalid attributes

6

7

1

0
1

2

Figure 4.8: Distribution of excluded consumers having invalid attributes
Note: Invalid attributes refer to an attribute on which a consumer could not rate any valid set of
hypothetical intensities across all the products

For those qualified consumers, only thirty-three consumers were able to give all valid
hypothetical intensities for all seven attributes; five consumers could rate all valid hypothetical
intensities (three products) for one attribute only across seven attributes (Figure 4.9).
33

Number of consumers

35
30
25
20

15
10
5
0

10
5

1

3

3

2

3

4

12

5

14

6

7

Number of valid attributes
Figure 4.9: Distribution of included consumers having valid attributes
Note: Valid attributes refer to an attribute on which a consumer was able to rate one valid set of
hypothetical intensities at least across all the products

4.2.2 Demographic
After the validation, eighty consumers were kept for further data analysis. About 61% of
the panel was female. Most of them (90%) identified themselves as the primary grocery shopper .
More than 90% of the consumers were less than 57 years old, 40% were less than 28 years old.
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About 70% of the consumers had an annual household income greater than $40,000. More than
95% of the consumers had some college or higher education levels. More than 90% of the
consumers claimed that they drank orange juice either at least 1 time per week or more
frequently. Only about 18% of the consumers preferred no pulp orange juice. About 4% of the
consumers chose high sour orange juice. Around 10% of the consumers preferred high sweet
orange juice.

4.2. 3 Reproducibility of Consumer Hypothetical Intensities
The reproducibility of the consumer panels on rating their hypothetical intensities:
minimum acceptable intensity, ideal intensity and maximum acceptable intensity were diagnosed
by a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to see if products had an effect on these
hypothetical intensities. In Table 4.3, all p-values of product effects were found higher than the
significant level (α=0.05). Products did not show a significant effect on ratings of hypothetical
intensity ratings. The consumer panels had good reproducibility in rating these hypothetical
intensities. This result indicates consumers had relatively stable descriptions of their desirable
products.
Table 4.3: P-values of product effects on hypothetical intensities

Attribute
Orange color

Minimum
acceptable intensity
0.1677

Ideal
intensity
0.1454

Maximum
acceptable intensity
0.9561

Orange flavor

0.7251

0.8782

0.1793

Sweetness

0.7249

0.9103

0.7872

Sourness

0.6635

0.1632

0.5781

Pulpiness

0.8738

0.2876

0.3143

Thickness

0.3050

0.8138

0.1303

Freshness

0.2812

0.6568

0.8138
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For discrimination on hypothetical intensities, the consumer panel was diagnosed by a
three-way variance of analysis (ANOVA) to check if the categories of hypothetical intensity
were different from each other. In the model, products and hypothetical intensities were treated
as fixed effects and panelists were treated as random effects. In Figure 4.10, all the hypothetical
intensities were found significantly different from each other for each attribute (α=0.05). This
result allows us to conclude that the consumer panel can discriminate between these hypothetical
intensities very well, reflecting the fact that consumers clearly knew what they liked and what
they wanted.
Orange color
(a, b, c)
10
8
Freshness
(a, b, c)

Orange flavor
(a, b, c)

6
4
2

0
Thickness
(a, b, c)

Sweetness
(a, b, c)

Pulpiness
(a, b, c)
Minimum acceptable intensity

Sourness
(a, b, c)
Ideal intensity

Maximum acceptable intensity

Figure 4.10: Panel‟s discrimination of hypothetical intensities.
Note: attributes followed by different letters indicate hypothetical intensities are significantly
different (α=0.05) using the Tukey-Kramer HSD.
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4.2.4 Just About Right Intensity and Ideal Intensity
Using the JAR scale, an attribute is evaluated relative to an individual consumer ideal,
which is anchored as “just about right” or “just right” (Rothman and Parker 2009). In this
research, the just about right intensities and ideal intensities were diagnosed and compared. The
just about right intensity referred to the attribute perceived intensity when this attribute was rated
as “just about right”. The ideal intensities were given by consumers on individual line scales. In
Table 4.4, all p-values of the paired t-tests are found far smaller than the significant levels
(α=0.05). So the intensities that were just about right are significantly different from ideal
intensities.
Table 4.4: Difference between just about right intensity and ideal intensity
Just about right
intensity

Ideal
intensity

t-ratio

p-value

Orange color

5.7

6.0

4.46

<.0001

Orange flavor

6.0

6.5

6.18

<.0001

Sweetness

5.3

5.6

4.57

<.0001

Sourness

4.8

5.0

2.51

0.0131

Pulpiness

3.8

4.4

4.55

<.0001

Thickness

4.6

5.2

6.68

<.0001

Freshness

5.6

6.5

7.60

<.0001

4.2.5 Diagnosis on the Ranges of Hypothetical Intensities
The acceptable range of a specific attribute was defined by the distance between minimum
and maximum acceptable intensity. Whether the product had a significant effect on these range
ratings was diagnosed by a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), where products were
treated as fixed effects and panelists were treated as random effects. In Table 4.5, means of the
acceptable range on the intensity were not found significantly different from one another across
the three products.
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Table 4.5: Product effects on attribute acceptable intensities range
Product
Minute Maid
Original
Simply Orange
Original
Tropicana Pure
Premium

Orange
color

Orange
flavor

Sweet

Sourness

Pulpiness

Thickness

Freshness

3.7a

3.7a

3.4a

3.2a

4.1a

3.6a

4.6a

3.6a

3.7a

3.3a

3.2a

4.2a

3.8a

4.6a

3.7a

3.7a

3.4a

3.1a

4.2a

3.6a

4.5a

Note: means followed by same letters within an attribute (same column) show no significant
difference (p=0.05).
Further, whether the acceptable intensity ranges among attributes were different from each
other was checked by a three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), by which product and
attribute were treated as fixed effects and panelists were regarded as random effects. Graphically,
sourness had the lowest acceptable ranges and freshness had the highest acceptable ranges
(Figure 4.11). Sweetness had the second narrowest acceptable range that was not significant
different from those of orange color, orange flavor, sweetness and thickness. Consumers are
more restricted when it comes to the qualities of sourness in orange juice. In contrast, consumers
showed broader tolerant ranges in pulpiness and freshness, especially freshness. These tolerances
might reflect potential consumer segments in terms of pulpiness and consumers‟ low expectation
on the quality of freshness in current commercial products.
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5.0

4.6a
4.2b

Intensity

4.0

3.7c

3.7c

3.6c

3.4cd

3.2d

3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0
Orange
Color

Orange
Flavor

Sweetness Sourness

Pulpiness Thickness Freshness

Figure 4.11: Means of acceptable intensity ranges in attributes
Note: Means followed by different letters show significant difference (α=0.05) using the TukeyKramer HSD.

Consumers might also show different intensity tolerant ranges below or above their ideal
intensities. Two tolerance ranges (the one defined by „from minimum acceptable to ideal
intensity‟ and the other defined by „from ideal to maximum acceptable intensity‟) for each
attribute were compared and diagnosed by a paired t-test. From Figure 4.12, two ranges for each
attribute were significantly different (α=0.05) and consumers showed broader acceptance
intensity ranges below their ideals, i.e. minimum-ideal, than those above their ideals, i.e. idealmaximum. Graphically, the difference between two tolerant ranges in freshness showed the
largest. In contrast, sourness had the smallest difference between two ranges.
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3.5

3.2a

3.0
Intensity

2.5

2.7a

2.5a

2.3a

2.2a

2.1a
1.8a

2.0
1.5

1.4b

1.3b

1.3b

1.2b

1.4b

1.5b

1.4b

1.0

0.5
0.0
Orange Color

Orange
Flavor

Sweetness

Sourness

Ideal-Minimum

Pulpiness

Thickness

Freshness

Ideal-Maximum

Figure 4.12: Comparison of two tolerant ranges for attributes
Note: within each attribute, means followed by different letters show significant difference
(α=0.05)

4.2.6 Product Sensory Evaluation
Consumer overall liking on three orange juices was compared and diagnosed by a two-way
analysis (ANOVA), where products were fixed effects and panelists were treated as random
effects. In Figure 4.13, consumer liking toward these products was found to be significantly
different (α=0.05). Tropicana Pure Premium was liked the most, followed by Simply Orange
Original while Minute Maid Original was liked the least.
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8.0

7.2a

7.0

Consumer liking

6.0

6.5b
5.9b

5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0

1.0
0.0
Minute Maid Original

Simply Orange Original

Tropicana Pure Premium

Figure 4.13: Consumer overall liking on orange juices
Note: means with different letter showed significant difference (α=0.05) using the Tukey-Kramer
HSD.

Product attribute intensities and consumer hypothetical intensities are profiled in Figure
4.14. The attribute intensities were compared and diagnosed by a two-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA), where products/hypothetical intensities were treated as a fixed effect and panelists
were a random effect (α=0.05). Most attribute intensities were rated within the region of P-, i.e.
the region between minimum acceptable intensity and ideal intensity. The intensities of attributes
in Tropicana Pure Premium were closer to the corresponding ideal intensities. The intensity of
pulpiness in Simply Orange Original is significantly below the minimum acceptable intensity.
Tropicana Pure Premium was significantly different from the other two products in terms
of pulpiness, thickness and freshness. Except for orange flavor and sourness, Minute Maid
Original and Simply Orange Original seemed quite similar. This result indicates a high similarity
among the products studied. This high similarity might undermine the interpretation and
generalization of this research.
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Orange color
(a,b,c,c,c,d)
10
8
Freshness
(a,b,a,a,c,d)

6

Orange flavor
(a,b,c,d,d,e)

4
2
0
Thickness
(a,b,c,c,d,e)

Sweetness
(a,b,c,c,c,d)

Pulpiness
(a,b,ac,c,b,d)

Sourness
(a,bc,b,c,bc,d)

Minimum acceptable intensity

Ideal intensity

Minute Maid Original

Simply Orange Original

Tropicana Pure Premium

Maximum acceptable intensity

Figure 4.14: Consumer panel product sensory profiling
Note: means with different letters show significant difference (α=0.05) using the Tukey-Kramer
HSD.
4.2.7 Consumer Segmentation
Normally consumer preferences are heterogeneous. Consumer segmentation is useful for
identifying more homogeneous groups whose preference and consumption behaviors are quite
similar. An agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis with Ward‟s method was carried out on
centered overall liking data to explore potential segmentations. Two segments were identified:
46 consumers in segment I and 34 in segment II (Figure 4.15). The demographics of the two
groups were not found significantly different.
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Figure 4.15: Consumer segmentation
However, consumer preference over products was slightly different between the two
segments (Figure 4.16). In segment I, Simply Orange Original (7.5, the mean of liking score)
was liked the most but it was not significantly different from Tropicana Pure Premium (7.0);
Minute Maid Original (5.6) was liked the least. In segment II, product likings were significantly
different across three products: Tropicana Pure Premium (7.6) was the favorite product followed
by Minute Maid Original (6.2). In contrast to segment I, Simply Orange Original (5.1) was liked
the least in segment II. These findings indicate consumers from segments have different
expectations of orange juice quality.
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7.6a

7.5a

8

7.0a

Consumer liking

7
6

6.2b
5.6b
5.1c

5
4
3
2

1
0
Segment I

Minute Maid Original

Segment II

Simply Orange Original

Tropicana Pure Premium

Figure 4.16: Consumer product overall liking in segments
Note: means with different letters show significant difference (α=0.05) using the Tukey-Kramer
HSD.

In segment I (Figure 4.17), all attributes intensities of all three products were rated within
the range between minimum acceptable intensities and ideal intensities. Orange color,
sweetness, sourness and thickness were not found significantly different among three products.
Tropicana Pure Premium was significantly different from the other two products in terms of
pulpiness. Actually, pulpiness was the only attribute that was significantly different between
Tropicana Pure Premium and Simply Orange Original. The means of pulpiness intensity for
these two products were 4.8 and 2.0, respectively. However, consumers in segment I did not
show different preferences over these two products significantly. Pulpiness might not be a
driving factor to consumers overall liking in segment I. Consumers in segment I were not
sensitive to the quality of pulpiness. Minute Maid Original was significantly different from
Simply Orange Original in terms of orange flavor and different from Tropicana Pure Premium in
terms of freshness. Similarly, it indicates that orange flavor and freshness might affect consumer
preference on these products.
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Orange color
(a,b,c,bc,c,d)
10
8
Freshness
(a,b,da,cd,c,e)

Orange flavor
(a,b,d,bc,cd,e)

6
4
2
0

Thickness
(a,b,cd,c,c,d)

Sweetness
(a,b,c,bc,c,d)

Pulpiness
(a,b,a,a,b,c)

Sourness
(a,b,b,b,b,c)

Minimum acceptable intensity

Ideal intensity

Minute Maid Original

Simply Orange Original

Tropicana Pure Premium

Maximum acceptable intensity

Figure 4.17: Product sensory profiling by segment I
Note: intensities with different letters showed significant difference (p-value<0.005) using the
Tukey-Kramer HSD.

In segment II (Figure 4.18), Simply Orange Original was strongly characterized as the
sourest product. The sourness intensity of this product is significantly different from the ideal
intensity but not different from the maximum acceptable intensity. The products were not
significantly different in terms of orange color. Tropicana Pure Premium was significantly
different from the other two products in terms of pulpiness, thickness and freshness. Minute
Maid Original was different from Simply Orange Original in terms of sweetness and sourness. In
segment II, it seems that the sourness quality of Simply Orange Original had damaged the
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consumer liking; and consumers liked Tropicana Pure Premium because of the performance of
pulpiness, thickness and freshness, especially freshness that was significantly different in
magnitude from the two other products
Orange color
(a,b,c,c,c,d)
10
8
Freshness
(a,b,a,a,c,d)

Orange flavor
(a,b,a,ac,c,d)

6
4

2
0
Thickness
(a,b,a,a,b,c)

Sweetness
(a,b,b,cd,bc,d)

Pulpiness
(a,b,a,a,b,c)

Sourness
(a,b,b,c,b,c)

Minimum acceptable intensity

Ideal intensity

Minute Maid Original

Simply Orange Original

Tropicana Pure Premium

Maximum acceptable intensity

Figure 4.18: Product sensory profiling by segment II
Note: means of intensity with different letters show significant difference (p=0.05) using the
Tukey-Kramer HSD.

Overall, products were not found significantly different in terms of orange color and
sweetness. In the segments, sourness and thickness were not found to be different in segment I
but significantly different in segment II. This result indicates that consumers in segment II
probably are more sensitive than those in segment I, especially in terms of sourness. Tropicana
Pure Premium is the closest to the consumer ideal in terms of attributes studied.
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4.2.8 Attributes Kano Classification and Consumer Segmentation
Attribute Kano categories can be determined by investigating the effects of attribute
performance on consumer liking when the performance was positive and negative, respectively.
These classifications were conducted through a partial least squares (PLS) regression analysis by
modeling attributes‟ performance (positive/negative) with consumer liking.
Attributes‟ positive and negative performances are a set of dummy variables: once an
attribute‟s performance is positive, this attribute has a numerical positive performance value and
“zero” negative performance value; similarly, once an attribute‟s performance is negative, this
attribute has a numerical negative performance value and “zero” positive performance value. All
the values of attribute performance were treated in the absolute forms (i.e. positive numbers).
Since these PLS regressions were built with dummy variables (positive/negative performance, or
“too much”/”too little” performance), it could be expected that the final PLS models would have
low numbers of extracted components (factors) and low variations explained for dependent
variable (overall liking) and independent variables (attributes performance).

Attribute Kano Categories Using the Performance Scale
Using the performance scales, attribute performance levels were defined and measured by
the distance between the attribute perceived intensity and the corresponding threshold intensities,
i.e. minimum or maximum acceptable intensity. An attribute performance was positive when it
was rated within the regions of P- or P+, and an attribute performance was negative when it is
rated within the regions of TL or TM.
Based on cross-validation statistics, the final model was constructed with a single factor.
The model had an R-square of 0.2277. It explained 29% of the variation in attribute performance
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(independent variables) and 23% of the variation in consumer overall liking (dependent
variable). The effects of attribute performance (positive/negative) were plotted in Figure 4.19.
Performances of orange color were not found to have significant effects on consumer
overall liking. According to the Kano theory (Kano et al. 1984; Berger et al. 1993), orange color
is an indifferent attribute. As an indifferent attribute, the performance of orange color does not
affect the product overall quality (consumer liking). This is a similar finding to what our first
internet based study revealed about this attribute. In contrast, the performance of orange flavor
showed a significant effect on consumer overall liking. Orange flavor is identified as a onedimensional attribute. For the one-dimensional attribute, the better performance orange flavor
has the more satisfied the consumers will be. Similarly, sweetness, sourness, pulpiness, thickness
and freshness can also be classified as one-dimensional attributes because both their positive and
negative performance affected consumer overall liking.
0.8
0.60

0.62

0.58

0.6
Regression coefficient

0.44

0.45
0.37

0.4
0.2

0.07

0.0
-0.04

-0.2
-0.4

-0.18
-0.30

-0.24

-0.25
-0.35
-0.48

-0.6
Orange color Orange flavor Sweetness

Sourness

Pulpiness

Thickness

Freshness

Figure 4.19: Attribute Kano classification by Performance scale
Notes: 1. Bars above and below the x-axis represent the effects of positive and negative
performance, respectively. 2. Full color bars show no significant effects on consumer liking;
otherwise, significant effects are indicated (α=0.05). 3. Numbers close to the bars are the
coefficients (regression) of attribute performance in the PLS regression model.
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The weighted regression coefficients (in absolute values) of attribute performance in the
PLS model can be used to prioritize product modifications. Since One-dimensional attributes are
factors driving consumer liking and disliking, attribute modification should focus on those
attributes whose negative performance have significant effects (i.e. to avoid consumer disliking).
The priorities to improve negative performance should be set as: freshness (-0.48), pulpiness (0.35), orange flavor (-0.30), thickness (-0.25), sweetness (-0.24) and sourness (-0.18). To
increase consumer liking, the modification priorities to improve the attribute positive
performance can be set as: sweetness (0.62), orange flavor (0.60), freshness (0.58), pulpiness
(0.45), sourness (0.44), and thickness (0.37).

Attribute Kano Classification by the Expectation Scale
Consumer expectation worked as a reference or standard by which the quality of a product
or service was judged (Zeithaml et al. 1993). In the expectation scale, attribute positive and
negative performances refer to those performances above and below consumer expectation. The
performance levels were measured by the distance between the attribute perceived performance
and the midpoint (the same as expected) of expectation scale. A similar method that applied for
the performance scale was employed to determine attribute Kano categories, i.e. investigating the
effects of attribute performance on consumer liking when the performance was positive and
negative, respectively.
Similar to the performance scale, a single factor was used to construct the final model. The
model had an R-square of 0.3795. The PLS factor explained 35% of the variation in attribute
performance and 38% of the variation in consumer overall liking. The effects of attribute
performance on consumer overall liking are presented in Figure 4.20.
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Figure 4.20: Attribute Kano categories by the expectation scale
Notes: 1. Bars above and below the x-axis represent the effects of positive and negative
performance, respectively. 2. Full color bars show no significant effects on consumer liking;
otherwise, significant effects are indicated (α=0.05). 3. Numbers close to the bars are the
coefficients (regression) of attribute performance in the PLS regression model.

The positive performance of orange color did not show a significant effect on consumer
liking; however, its negative performance showed a significant effect on consumer liking.
According to the Kano theory (Kano et al.1984; Berger et al.1993), orange color would be a
must-be attribute. The performances of pulpiness and thickness had similar effects on consumer
liking. Both pulpiness and thickness were also classified as must-be attributes. To avoid
consumers‟ dissatisfaction, the performance of orange color, pulpiness and thickness should be
maintained at minimum acceptable levels (matching the midpoint: “the same as expected” on the
scale). Once these must-be attributes have acceptable performances, further improvements on
these attributes are not necessary. The performances of orange flavor, sweetness, sourness and
freshness, were found to have significant effects on consumer liking. These attributes were
diagnosed as being one-dimensional attributes. Interestingly, for these one-dimensional
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attributes, their negative performances were found to have more effects on consumer liking than
positive performances do.

Attribute Kano Classifications by Segmentations
Two consumer segments were identified previously based on centered consumer liking
data. Consumer segmentation was thought to possibly have an effect on attribute Kano
classification when using the performance scale. To diagnose these effects, PLS regression
analyses were carried out for segment I and II, respectively.
In segment I, the first PLS factor was extracted to construct the final model. This model
had an R-square of 0.1477. The PLS factor explained 24% of the variation in attribute
performance and 14% of the variation in consumer overall liking. For segment I, the effects of
attribute performance (positive/negative) on consumer liking are showed in Figure 4.21.
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Figure 4.21: Attribute Kano categories by segment I
Notes: 1. Bars above and below the x-axis represent the effects of positive and negative
performance, respectively. 2. Full color bars show no significant effects on consumer liking;
otherwise, significant effects are indicated (α=0.05).
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The performances of orange color, sourness and pulpiness were not found to have
significant effect on consumer liking. So these attributes are indifferent attributes. Orange flavor
is a must-be attribute because its negative performance showed a significant effect but its
positive performance did not. In contrast, the positive performance of sweetness had a significant
effect on consumer liking but its negative performance does not. So sweetness is an attractive
attribute. Both performances (positive/negative) of thickness and freshness significantly affected
consumer liking. As a result, thickness and freshness can be classified as one-dimensional
attributes. For thickness and freshness, their positive performances have more influence on
consumer liking than their negative performances do.
In segment II, the model had an R-square of 0.4146. The PLS factor explained 34% of the
variation in attribute performance and 41% of the variation in consumer liking. For segment II,
the effects of attribute performance on the consumer liking are given in Figure 4.22.
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Figure 4.22: Attribute Kano classification by segment II
Notes: 1. Bars above and below the x-axis represent the effects of positive and negative
performance, respectively. 2. Full color bars show no significant effects on consumer liking;
otherwise, significant effects are indicated (α=0.05).
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The positive performance of orange color was detected to have a significant effect on
consumer liking but its negative performance did not. Orange color is therefore an attractive
attribute in this case. For the other attributes, i.e., orange flavor, sweetness, sourness, pulpiness,
thickness and freshness, both their performances (positive and negative) significantly affected
consumer liking. These attributes are all classified as one-dimensional attributes in this instance.
Further, it is interesting to see that attribute positive performance had more influence on
consumer liking than negative performance did.
Attribute Kano classifications by segment I and II are summarized and compared in Table
4.6. Thickness and freshness were the only two attributes that were identified as the same
category by two segments, i.e. one-dimensional attribute. Besides some potential effects from the
sample size and product selection, consumers‟ preference and attitudes might contribute to these
differences.
Table 4.6: Comparison on attribute Kano classification by segment I and II

Segments

Orange
color

Orange
flavor

Sweetness

Sourness

Pulpiness

Thickness

Freshness

I

I

M

A

I

I

O

O

II

A

O

O

O

O

O

O

Note: A=attractive M=must-be O=one-dimensional I=indifferent

4.2.9 Product Diagnosis by the JAR Scale and the Performance Scale
For the purpose of product development, effects of attribute performance were evaluated
and diagnosed at product-specific levels. The effects of attribute performance measured by the
JAR scale and the performance scale were investigated and compared through partial least
squares (PLS) regression where attribute performances served as independent variables and
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consumer liking as dependent variable. For the JAR scale, two dummy variables, i.e. “too little”
and “too much”, were created and transformed as attribute performance variables (Xiong and
Meullenet 2006). For the performance scale, attribute performance referred to attribute
performance within the intensity regions of TL, P-, P+ and TM. The TL and TM in the
performance scale were comparable to the “too little” and “too much” dummy variables in the
JAR scale.

4.2.10 Tropicana Pure Premium
Attribute Performance Diagnosis by the JAR Scale
In Tropicana Pure Premium, the effects of attribute JAR dummy performance on consumer
liking were diagnosed in Figure 4.23. The one factor model had an R-square of 0.288. This PLS
factor explained 19% of the variation in JAR dummy variables and 29% of the variation in
consumer liking.
None of these dummy variables were found to show significant effects on consumer liking.
No one (0%) rated orange color as “too much” and the effect of “too much” (5%) in sweetness
was negligible. More than 20% of the consumers indicated that orange flavor (23%) and
freshness (29%) were “too little”. The results show that Tropicana Pure Premium does not have
any defect and indicates that consumers liked the product. These findings are compatible with
the previous results where Tropicana Pure Premium was liked the most.
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Figure 4.23: Effects of attribute performance on consumer liking by the JAR scale: Tropicana
Pure Premium
Notes: 1. Bars for each attribute represent attribute performance (PLS regression coefficients) for
the variables: too little (TL) and too much (TM), from the left to the right, respectively. 2. Black
colored bars show no significant effect on consumer liking (α=0.05); Stripped bars represent
significant variables. 3. Percentages close to the bars refer to the consumer response proportions
in each category.

Attribute Performance Diagnosis by the Performance Scale
In Tropicana Pure Premium, the effects of attribute performance on consumer liking using
the performance scale were diagnosed in Figure 4.24. The one-factor model had an R-square of
0.1736. This PLS factor explained 20% of the variation in attribute performance variables and
17% of the variation in consumer liking.
Similarly, none of the attribute performance within the regions of TL and TM showed
significant effect on consumer liking, results that are comparable to those for the JAR scale.
However, the performance of orange flavor, sweetness and thickness within the regions of Pshowed significant effects on consumer liking. These trends are further confirmed by the high
percentages of consumer responses in this category: 53% in orange flavor, 65% in sweetness and
60% in thickness. These results indicated that consumer liking can be improved when the
intensities of orange flavor, sweetness or thickness are increased toward the consumer ideal. For
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all the attributes, consumer responses in the categories of TL and TM are less than 20%, which is
the accepted industry standard for determining that an attribute is not at an optimal level.
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Figure 4.24: Effects of attribute performance on by the performance scale: Tropicana Pure
Premium
Notes: 1. Bars for each attribute represent attribute performance (PLS regression coefficients) for
the variables: TL, P-, P+ and TM, respectively. 2. Black colored bars show no significant effects
on consumer liking (α=0.05); Stripped bars represent significant variables. 3. Percentages close
to the bars refer to the proportions of consumer response in each category.

For Tropicana Pure Premium it is found that the proportion of consumer responses in the
categories of “too little” and “too much” of the JAR scale are always more than that for the
performance scale (Table 4.7). It probably is due to psychological differences with the use of
these two scales and the wording associated with the performance scale. There is not necessarily
equivalence between the minimum and maximum acceptable intensities and the concept of Just
About Right. The performance scale is an intensity-based instrument and the JAR scale
combines the intensity and the liking of the intensity (i.e. appropriateness).
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Table 4.7: Proportions of consumer responses with “too little” and “too much” in JAR scale and
performance scale: Tropicana Pure Premium
Attributes
JAR scale
Performance
scale

Orange
color

Orange
flavor

Sweetness

Sourness

Pulpiness

Thickness

Freshness

20%

33%

23%

26%

45%

28%

32%

16%

24%

11%

25%

29%

21%

18%

4.2.11 Simply Orange Original
Attribute Performance Diagnosis by the JAR Scale
For Simply Orange Original, the effects of attribute JAR (dummy) performance on
consumer liking were shown in Figure 4.25. The one factor model had an R-square of 0.395.
This factor explained 30% of the variations in attribute JAR dummy variable and 40% of the
variations in consumer liking.
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Figure 4.25: Effects of attribute performance by the JAR scale: Simply Orange Original
Notes: 1. Bars for each attribute represent attribute performance (PLS regression coefficients) for
the variables: too little (TL) and too much (TM), from the left to the right, respectively. 2. Black
colored bars show no significant effect on consumer liking (α=0.05); Stripped bars represent
significant variables. 3. Percentages close to the bars refer to the consumer response proportions
in each category.
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The “too little” orange flavor, sweetness, pulpiness, thickness and freshness showed
significant effects on consumer liking. The corresponding percentages of consumer responses are
quite high: 31% for orange flavor, 29% for sweetness, 74% for pulpiness and 61% for freshness.
In contrast, 36% of the consumers perceived the sourness to be “too strong”. Modifying all these
attributes would be necessary to increase consumer liking. Orange color was the only attribute
whose performances in the categories of TL and TM showed no effect on consumer liking.

Attribute Performance Diagnosis by the Performance Scale
For Simply Orange Original, the effects of attribute performance defined by the
performance scale on consumer liking were investigated (Figure 4.26). The one factor model had
an R-square of 0.2526. This factor explained 24% of the variation in attribute performance
variables and 25% of the variation in consumer liking.
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Figure 4.26: Effects of attribute performance by the performance scale: Simply Orange Original
Notes: 1. Bars for each attribute represent attribute performance (PLS regression coefficients) for
the variables: TL, P-, P+ and TM, respectively. 2. Black colored bars show no significant effects
on consumer liking (α=0.05); Stripped bars represent significant variables. 3. Percentages close
to the bars refer to the proportions of consumer response in each category.
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The perceived performance of orange color showed no effect on consumer liking. This
indicates that the quality of orange color was not a driver of consumer liking. The performance
of orange flavor in the regions of TL and P- had significant effects on consumer liking. Orange
flavor was not strong enough (23% of the consumers) and consumer liking would be increased if
the intensity of orange flavor was closer to the consumer stated orange flavor ideal intensity.
The performance of sweetness (54% of consumers) within the P- region showed a significant
effect on consumer liking. However its performance in the regions of TL and TM of sweetness
did not show significant effects. This indicated sweetness had a fairly good quality in this
product but that moving the sweetness intensity closer to the ideal point would increase liking.
This product was too sour since sourness showed a significant decrease in liking for scores
within the TM region and the proportion of consumers scoring in this category was elevated (i.e.
24% of consumers). For pulpiness, thickness and freshness, their performance presented similar
patterns and effects on consumer liking, i.e. that ratings within the regions of TL and Psignificantly decreased consumer liking while ratings in the regions of P+ and TM did not seem
to affect consumer liking.
Similarly to Tropicana Pure Premium, a greater proportion of consumer responses in the
categories of TL and TM were found for the JAR scale than for the performance scale (Table
4.8).
Table 4.8: Proportions of consumer responses with “too little” and “too much” in JAR scale and
performance scale: Simply Orange Original
Scale
JAR scale
Performance
scale

Orange
color

Orange
flavor

Sweetness

Sourness

Pulpiness

Thickness

Freshness

24%

47%

47%

44%

75%

39%

62%

17%

38%

33%

32%

58%

34%

44%
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4.2.12 Minute Maid Original
Attribute Performance Diagnosis by the JAR Scale
For Minute Maid Original, the effects of attribute JAR (dummy) performance on consumer
liking were investigated by a PLS regression are presented in Figure 4.27. The model had an Rsquare of 0.234. This factor explained 33% of the variation in JAR dummy variable and 23% of
the variation in consumer liking.
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Figure 4.27: Effects of attribute performance on consumer liking by the JAR scale: Minute Maid
Original
Notes: 1. Bars for each attribute represent attribute performance (PLS regression coefficients) for
the variables: too little (TL) and too much (TM), from the left to the right, respectively. 2. Black
colored bars show no significant effect on consumer liking (α=0.05); Stripped bars represent
significant variables. 3. Percentages close to the bars refer to the consumer response proportions
in each category.

For the JAR scale, the quality of orange color and sourness did not show any effect on
consumer liking. These attributes also showed rather low proportions of consumers scoring these
attributes as TL or TM. This indicates that both these attributes are close to their ideal intensity
for the consumer group considered. All the “TL” variables for orange flavor, sweetness,
pulpiness, thickness and freshness showed significant effects on consumer liking. Consumers
indicated these attributes were not strong enough. Additionally, the proportion of consumer
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responses within these categories was greater than 20% in all cases. So increasing the intensities
of these attributes would contribute to increasing liking.

Attribute Performance Diagnosis by the Performance Scale
The effects of attribute performance on consumer liking are diagnosed in Figure 4.28. The
PLSR model had an R-square of 0.3505. This PLS factor explained 20% of the variation in

Regression coefficient

attribute performance variable and 35% of the variation in consumer liking.
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Figure 4.28: Effects of attribute performance on consumer liking by the performance scale:
Minute Maid Original
Notes: 1. Bars for each attribute represent attribute performance (PLS regression coefficients) for
the variables: TL, P-, P+ and TM, respectively. 2. Black colored bars show no significant effects
on consumer liking (α=0.05); Stripped bars represent significant variables. 3. Percentages close
to the bars refer to the proportions of consumer response in each category.

For Minute Maid Original, all the variables for orange color and pulpiness did not show
significant effects on consumer liking. It probably reflected consumers‟ indifference toward
orange color while the high percentage (45%) of consumer responses in the TL category for
pulpiness did not seem to significantly impact product liking. Consumers who scored orange
flavor intensity within the regions of TL and P- had a significant effect on consumer liking with
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proportions of consumer responses in these categories of 30% and 56%, respectively. Consumer
ratings of sweetness, thickness and freshness in the TL and P- regions showed similar patterns
with significant effects on consumer liking. In addition, 43% of consumers indicated that
freshness was “too little” and this variable had the largest effect (-0.80, the regression
coefficient) on consumer disliking. So freshness should be considered as a priority for product
reformulation.
Similar to other products, the proportion of consumer responses within the categories of TL
and TM using the JAR scale were found higher than those diagnosed by the performance scale
(Table 4.9).
Table 4.9: Proportions of consumer responses with “too little” and “too much” in JAR scale and
performance scale: Minute Maid Original
Scale
JAR scale
Performance
scale

Orange
color

Orange
flavor

Sweetness

Sourness

Pulpiness

Thickness

Freshness

20%

61%

56%

41%

68%

34%

67%

14%

33%

28%

32%

45%

32%

44%

4.1.13 Comparison between the JAR Scale and the Performance Scale
This research establishes the performance scale as more informative for attribute
diagnostics when compared to the JAR scale. The performance scale provides the product
developer with attribute performance not only within the categories of TL and TM but also
within the regions of P- and P+. In addition, the performance scale is more useful and actionable
for product optimization. With this scale, a product developer is able to modify an attribute by
specifying the needed adjustment of the intensity of specific attributes. When an attribute is not
strong enough or too strong, the intensity of this attribute can be increased or decreased by the
amount of the difference between attribute observed intensity and minimum or maximum
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acceptable intensity. This may be a better approach than fixing the target intensity as the group
ideal intensity.
For the diagnosis of attribute negative performance, i.e. the performance in the regions of
TL and TM, the performance scale is comparable to the JAR scale (Table 4.10). Both scales
agreed that there was no defect with Tropicana Pure Premium. For Simply Orange Original,
sweetness was the only attribute affecting the product quality distinctly between the two scales.
Sweetness showed non-significant effect on liking with the performance scale but a significant
effect for the JAR scale. For Minute Maid Original, “too much” (TM) sourness was found to
have a significant effect on liking with the performance scale but not with the JAR scale.
However, it showed a small effect for the JAR scale (regression coefficient=-0.123). In contrast,
pulpiness showed a significant effect on consumer liking for the JAR scale but did not for the
performance scale.
Table 4.10: Comparison of effects of TL and TM by the JAR scale and the Performance scale
Tropicana Pure
Premium
JAR
Performance
scale
scale

Simply Orange
Original
JAR
Performance
scale
scale

Minute Maid
Original
JAR
Performance
scale
scale

Attribute
Orange
color
Orange
flavor

TL

TM

TL

TM

TL

TM

TL

TM

TL

TM

TL

TM

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

s

ns

s

ns

s

ns

s

ns

Sweetness

ns

ns

ns

ns

s

ns

ns

ns

s

ns

s

ns

Sourness

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

s

ns

s

ns

ns

ns

s

Pulpiness

ns

ns

ns

ns

s

ns

s

ns

s

ns

ns

ns

Thickness

ns

ns

ns

ns

s

ns

s

ns

s

ns

s

ns

Freshness

ns

ns

ns

ns

s

ns

s

ns

s

ns

s

ns

Notes: “s” indicates an attribute performance shows a significant effect. “ns” shows an attribute
performance does not have a significant effect.
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In addition, greater proportions of consumer responses are reported in the categories of
“too little” (TL) and “too much” (TM) for the JAR scale than for the performance scale. This
stems from inherent differences in the two scales. With the performance scale, the performance
in the categories of TL and TM were defined as those intensities below the minimum and above
the maximum acceptable intensities defined by individual consumers. These are not necessarily
equivalent to the categories above and below the just about right category. For example,
sweetness could be scored as “too little” on the JAR scale and the intensity could still be above
the minimum acceptable intensity on the performance scale. The performance scale offers a
different framework for determining intensities truly not acceptable. In addition, the performance
scale illustrated that there was often an effect on consumer liking for those intensities rated as Por P+, which indicates that sub-ideal intensities can impact liking even if they are within the
tolerable range. This provides additional evidence that ideal intensities can be defined by
consumers and that a determination of liking is based on a comparison of perceived intensities in
a stimulus to consumer defined ideal levels.

4.3 Conclusions and Implications
4.3.1 Data Validation
In this research, individual consumer data were checked and validated by applying a rule
on consumer hypothetical intensities, i.e. minimum acceptable <ideal< maximum acceptable. As
a result, 20% (20 consumers out of 100) of consumers were excluded from further analysis. This
shows that not all consumers are able to conceptualize the ideas of minimum and maximum
acceptable and ideal intensities. Furthermore, the reliability of hypothetical intensities for the
remaining eighty consumers was diagnosed based on corrected data, where invalid hypothetical
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intensities of an attribute for a specific consumer were replaced by the means of corresponding
valid hypothetical intensities. This practice might have undermined the evaluation of reliabilities
of consumer hypothetical intensities. From this point of view, new methods for identifying and
validating individual hypothetical intensities need to be investigated further. For example, the
researcher could require consumers to provide hypothetical intensities once before or after
product testing.

4.3.2 Product Selection and Attribute Kano Classification
The Kano model describes non-linear relationships between attribute performance and
consumer satisfaction and dissatisfaction. In this research, PLS regression was applied to
investigate the effects of attribute positive and negative performance, then attribute Kano
categories were determined. As a result, product selection for this type of study is critical. The
sample set, similar to other types of studies (e.g. category appraisal) should be representative of
the products competing in the market segment. To be representative, the samples should
represent a wide variety of sensory properties and differ in liking. This would allow for a more
robust assessment of the Kano attributes. In this research, the sample selection was rather weak.
In particular, a sample with only three products that were used in this study is not large enough
to fully represent the range of both sensory properties and liking by consumers. However, this
study was designed as a pilot study to conduct the initial testing of the new performance scale
developed within the scope of this project. Overall, Tropicana Pure Premium had a mean liking
score of 7.2, Simply Orange Original had a mean liking score of 6.5, and Minute Maid Original
was the least liked with a mean liking score of 5.9. Even though these scores are statistically
significantly different (α=0.05), the corresponding liking levels of these scores are from “like
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slightly” to “like moderately” on the 9-point hedonic scale. Additionally, the products in the
research showed high similarities in attribute intensities. With the exception of orange flavor and
sourness, Simply Orange Original and Minute Maid Original were not found significantly
different from each other in terms of the other attributes. These observations could reflect the
fact that commercial orange juices are quite similar. These similarities among products might
hinder the credibility of attribute Kano classification. Furthermore, the small sample size of
products and consumers also undermined the attribute Kano classification. Indeed, increasing the
sample size for both products and consumers, and screening the products are recommended for
achieving a robust Kano attribute classification.

4.3. 3 Attribute Kano Classifications by Two Methods
In experiment two, attribute Kano classification was achieved by modeling consumer liking
and attribute performance. Attribute performance was defined and measured by two distinct
methodologies: expectation line scale and performance scale. By these two scales, the
classifications on four attributes: orange flavor, sweetness, sourness and freshness was identical,
i.e. one-dimensional. However, orange color, pulpiness and thickness were determined as mustbe attributes by the expectation scale. By the performance scale, orange color was an indifferent
attribute and the others were one-dimensional attributes. These differences may be due to: 1.
psychological differences associated with the use of two scales. For instance, the performance of
an attribute below one‟s expectation might still be within an individual acceptable range; 2. For
the performance scale, hypothetical intensities were validated by corrected data. This practice
might have exacerbated the differences in the two scales. 3. The difference might also be
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exaggerated by the poor representativeness of the products selected and small sample size used
for consumer testing.

4.3.4 Validity of the Performance Scale for Attributes Kano Classification
The validity of the performance scale for attribute Kano classification can be challenged in
this research. First, consumers‟ reproducibility and discrimination on hypothetical intensities
(ideal, and minimum and maximum acceptable intensities) were diagnosed based on the
corrected data. Consumers showed excellent performance in rating these intensities. However,
the manipulations for correcting the data obtained from consumers could be seen as an
unadvisable practice and could result in an overestimation of consumer performance. New
methods are needed for measuring these hypothetical intensities and evaluating their validities.
Secondly, attribute performance level was defined and measured the distance between attribute
perceived intensity and minimum or maximum acceptable intensity on line scales. It assumed
that an attribute quality is proportional to the distance between two intensities. This assumption
might not be true. Consumers always show different preferences across intensity regions. The
same difference in intensity in various parts of the scale does not necessarily imply the same
difference in perceived quality. Therefore, the relationship between attribute intensity and quality
definitely needs to be explored further. Last but not least, it was assumed that consumer
satisfaction/dissatisfaction could be measured using the 9-point verbal hedonic scale. However,
consumer satisfaction/dissatisfaction and liking might be two different constructs for consumers.
For example, one consumer could show liking/preference for a high sweetness product but
he/she could be dissatisfied with the product experience because he/she is on a diet. Under this
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situation, some bias might occur when consumer liking is used for measuring consumer
satisfaction/dissatisfaction. All these issues deserve further discussion and investigation.

4.3.5 Comparison of Attribute Diagnosis by the Performance Scale and the JAR Scale
Compared to the JAR scale, the performance scale shows several advantages in attribute
diagnosis and product optimization. First of all, by using the performance scale more details of
attribute performance within the intensity regions of P- and P+ (i.e. suboptimal but acceptable
intensities) can be presented. In contrast, these attribute performances are concentrated into one
category: just about right, in the JAR scale. Second, actionable solutions for attribute
modification can be specified using the performance scale. If a change is needed, the adjusted
amount of intensity can be set by the difference of attribute perceived intensity and minimum or
maximum acceptable intensity. This could be a solution to one of the criticisms associated with
the JAR scale. It has been pointed out that changing the intensity of an attribute to move a
proportion of the consumers from judging an attribute as TL or TM into the JAR category could
result in moving some other consumers out of the JAR region. With the performance scale, the
rated intensities are known for all consumers and the researcher can therefore predict what would
happen to individual consumer intensity ratings for various levels of changes made to the
intensity of an attribute. Therefore, the attribute performance scale can be used as a predictive
tool. The JAR scale is not able to produce specific solutions to adjust attribute intensity. Third, in
the performance scale attribute performance is defined and measured by individual hypothetical
intensities on the line scales. So these attribute performances are more quantitative. Regression
techniques, such as PLS regression, can be easily applied to investigate the effects of attribute
performance on liking or satisfaction.
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For the investigation of the effects of attribute negative performance on consumer liking,
the performance scale and the JAR scale were found to be surprisingly comparable. Only three
attribute performances (TL for sweetness in Simply Orange Original, TL for pulpiness and TM
for sourness in Minute Maid Original) showed differing effects on consumer liking across the
two scales.

4.3.6 Product Optimization by the Performance Scale and Attribute Kano Classification
Only two attribute Kano categories were determined: orange color was classified as an
indifferent attribute and others, i.e., orange flavor, sweetness, sourness, pulpiness, thickness and
freshness, were identified as one-dimensional attributes. All performance variables (TL, P-, P+
and TM) for orange color did not show significant effects on consumer liking across the three
individual products. As a result, this research fails to show how a product optimization will
benefit from attribute Kano characteristics. In this research, product optimization by the
performance scale would not be different whether Kano attribute categories were considered or
not.
Orange color was an indifferent attribute, reflecting that consumers showed either similar
preferences for various performance levels or consumers failed to discriminate the quality (i.e.
equal liking) of orange color across products. During attribute modification, it does not mean that
a product developer should ignore the quality of orange color. Instead, it indicates that current
qualities of orange color are acceptable, and for a specific product, the quality of orange color
can be maintained at the lowest level within the products under research. Most attributes were
classified as one-dimensional. One-dimensional attributes are the factors driving both consumer
liking and disliking. For a one-dimensional attribute, consumers will be more satisfied as the
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quality of an attribute increases. This might reveal a fact that consumers always require better
quality attributes whether they need them or not.
For the priorities of attribute modification, attributes can be weighted by their effects (PLS
regression coefficients) on consumer liking. However, when two attribute performance levels
show similar effects on consumer liking it will be meaningful to take the proportions of
consumer responses within each category into account. For example, considering the variables
TL, orange flavor showed slightly higher effect on consumer liking than thickness but there was
31% of the consumers with TL ratings for thickness and only 23% of TL consumer ratings for
orange flavor. Therefore, prioritizing work on product thickness would be more effective. In
addition, 11% of the consumers for thickness and 30% of consumers for orange flavor rated the
intensities above their ideals. Increasing the intensity of thickness will be less likely to damage
the product quality for the consumer group as a whole.

4.4 Significance of This Research
This research proposed a performance scale applying individual hypothetical intensities on
an intensity line scale to partition an attribute intensity range into four different performance
regions: TL, P-, P+ and TM. With the performance scale, attribute performance has been more
quantitative and completely defined and measured. This has overcome the weaknesses of the
JAR scale. More details of attribute performance that are “condensed” into the category of “just
about right” in the JAR scale, can be extracted out in the performance scale (i.e. P- and P+).
Further, a regression method was proposed to determine Kano attribute categories using the
performance scale. We believe that this research has made a significant contribution to the field
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of consumer sensory science and that the methods proposed could be useful in product
optimization.
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Appendix1. Invitaton Lettler
Invitation
Dear Consumer Panelist,
You have been invited to participate in an online survey about orange juice, hosted by the Sensory Service
Center in the Food Science Department at the University of Arkansas. Please read the following information
carefully and agree to the procedures before you start the survey.
This study will investigate consumer consumption behaviors and preferences of orange juice. To fill out this
survey, please visit the following website by clicking the link below. It will take you about -0 minutes to finish. If
the link does not work copy and paste the link into your address bar.
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/orangejuice
<a href=" http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/orangejuice">Click here to take survey</a>
Risks and Benefits: There are no risks involved in this study. Please do not divulge any information of this
survey. For your participation, a total value of $500.00 in Wal-Mart gift cards will be given away. Thirteen winners
will be randomly selected by the Sensory Service Center at the end of the research. Among these winners, one will
receive a $100.00 gift card, four will receive a $50.00 gift card and eight will receive a $25.00 gift card.
Confidentiality: All information will be recorded anonymously. Only the researcher will know your name,
but will not divulge it or identify your answers to others unrelated to this research. All information will be held in
the strictest confidence. Results from the research will be reported as aggregate format.
Right to Withdraw: Your participation is voluntary. You may refuse to participate in the research and to
withdraw from this study at any time. Your decision to withdraw will bring no negative consequences.
Please enter your name, valid email and/or phone number. You may need to present your IDs to receive a gift
card if you are chosen. We will send notice via email or phone, at the end of the survey if you have been selected as
a recipient of a gift card.
Thank you very much for your participation.

Sensory and consumer research Center
Food Science Department
University of Arkansas
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Appendix 2. The Classic Kano Paired Functional/Dysfunctional Questionnaires
1. Please give us your contact information.
Name:
Email Address:
Phone Number:

2. When was the last time you consumed ORANGE JUICE?

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Today
Within The Past 3 Days
Within This Week
Within This Month
Within The Past 3 Months
More Than 3 Months
Never

3. How much do you like or dislike ORANGE JUICE?
Dislike It
Extremely

□

Dislike It
Very Much

□

Dislike It
Moderately

□

Dislike It
Slightly

□

Neither Like
Nor Dislike

□

Like It
Slightly

□

Like It
Moderately

□

Like It
Very Much

□

Like It
Extremely

4. When orange juice has a DESIRABLE/ACCEPTABLE level of ORANGE COLOR, how do you feel?

□
□
□
□
□

I would enjoy it more that way.
This is a basic requirement for me to accept this product.
This would not affect my acceptance of this product.
I dislike it that way, but could tolerate it.
I dislike it that way, and would not accept it.

5. When orange juice is either TOO DARK or TOO LIGHT in ORANGE COLOR, how to you feel?

□
□
□
□
□

I would enjoy it more that way.
This is a basic requirement for me to accept this product.
This would not affect my acceptance of this product.
I dislike it that way, but could tolerate it.
I dislike it that way, and would not accept it.
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□

6. When orange juice has a DESIRABLE/ACCEPTABLE level of ORANGE FLAVOR, how do you feel?

□
□
□
□
□

7.

8.

I would enjoy it more that way.
This is a basic requirement for me to accept this product.
This would not affect my acceptance of this product.
I dislike it that way, but could tolerate it.
I dislike it that way, and would not accept it.

When orange juice is either TOO WEAK or TOO STRONG in ORANGE FLAVOR, how to you feel?

□
□
□
□
□

I would enjoy it more that way.
This is a basic requirement for me to accept this product.
This would not affect my acceptance of this product.
I dislike it that way, but could tolerate it.
I dislike it that way, and would not accept it.

When orange juice has a DESIRABLE/ACCEPTABLE level of SWEETNESS, how do you feel?

□
□
□
□
□

I would enjoy it more that way.
This is a basic requirement for me to accept this product.
This would not affect my acceptance of this product.
I dislike it that way, but could tolerate it.
I dislike it that way, and would not accept it.

9. When orange juice is either NOT SWEET ENOUGH or TOO SWEET, how do you feel?

□
□
□
□
□

I would enjoy it more that way.
This is a basic requirement for me to accept this product.
This would not affect my acceptance of this product.
I dislike it that way, but could tolerate it.
I dislike it that way, and would not accept it.

10. When orange juice has a DESIRABLE/ACCEPTABLE level of SOURNESS, how do you feel?

□
□
□
□
□

I would enjoy it more that way.
This is a basic requirement for me to accept this product.
This would not affect my acceptance of this product.
I dislike it that way, but could tolerate it.
I dislike it that way, and would not accept it.
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11. When orange juice is either NOT SOUR ENOUGH or TOO SOUR, how do you feel?

□
□
□
□
□

I would enjoy it more that way.
This is a basic requirement for me to accept this product.
This would not affect my acceptance of this product.
I dislike it that way, but could tolerate it.
I dislike it that way, and would not accept it.

12. When orange juice has a DESIRABLE/ACCEPTABLE amount of PULP, how do you feel?

□
□
□
□
□

I would enjoy it more that way.
This is a basic requirement for me to accept this product.
This would not affect my acceptance of this product.
I dislike it that way, but could tolerate it.
I dislike it that way, and would not accept it.

13. When orange juice has either NOT ENOUGH PULP or TOO MUCH PULP, how do you feel?

□
□
□
□
□

I would enjoy it more that way.
This is a basic requirement for me to accept this product.
This would not affect my acceptance of this product.
I dislike it that way, but could tolerate it.
I dislike it that way, and would not accept it.

14. When orange juice is of DESIRABLE/ACCEPTABLE THICKNESS, how do you feel?

□
□
□
□
□

I would enjoy it more that way.
This is a basic requirement for me to accept this product.
This would not affect my acceptance of this product.
I dislike it that way, but could tolerate it.
I dislike it that way, and would not accept it.

15. When orange juice is either NOT THICK ENOUGH or TOO THICK, how do you feel?

□
□
□
□
□

I would enjoy it more that way.
This is a basic requirement for me to accept this product.
This would not affect my acceptance of this product.
I dislike it that way, but could tolerate it.
I dislike it that way, and would not accept it.
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16. When orange juice tastes FRESH SQUEEZED, how do you feel?

□
□
□
□
□

I would enjoy it more that way.
This is a basic requirement for me to accept this product.
This would not affect my acceptance of this product.
I dislike it that way, but could tolerate it.
I dislike it that way, and would not accept it.

17. When orange juice DOESN'T taste FRESH SQUEEZED, how do you feel?

□
□
□
□
□

I would enjoy it more that way.
This is a basic requirement for me to accept this product.
This would not affect my acceptance of this product.
I dislike it that way, but could tolerate it.
I dislike it that way, and would not accept it.

18. Assuming that all other attributes are just about right, how much would you like a product if its ORANGE
COLOR was...
Dislike It
Extremely
Much Too
Orange
Too Orange
Just About Right
Not Orange
Enough
Not Nearly
Orange Enough

□
□
□
□
□

Dislike It
Very
Much

□
□
□
□
□

Dislike It
Moderately

□
□
□
□
□

Dislike It
Slightly

□
□
□
□
□

Neither
Like
Nor Dislike

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Slightly

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Moderately

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Very
Much

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Extremely

□
□
□
□
□

19. Assuming that all other attributes are just about right, how much would you like a product if its ORANGE
FLAVOR was...
Dislike It
Extremely
Much Too
Strong
Too Strong
Just About
Right
Too Weak
Much Too
Weak

□
□
□
□
□

Dislike It
Very
Much

□
□
□
□
□

Dislike It
Moderately

□
□
□
□
□

Dislike It
Slightly

□
□
□
□
□
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Neither
Like
Nor Dislike

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Slightly

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Moderately

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Very
Much

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Extremely

□
□
□
□
□

20. Assuming that all other attributes are just about right, how much would you like a product if its SWEETNESS
was...
Dislike It
Extremely
Much Too
Sweet
Too Sweet
Just About
Right
Not Sweet
Enough
Not Nearly
Sweet Enough

□
□
□
□
□

Dislike It
Very
Much

□
□
□
□
□

Dislike It
Moderately

□
□
□
□
□

Dislike It
Slightly

□
□
□
□
□

Neither
Like
Nor Dislike

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Slightly

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Moderately

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Very
Much

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Extremely

□
□
□
□
□

21. Assuming that all other attributes are just about right, how much would you like a product if its SOURNESS
was...
Dislike It
Extremely
Much Too
Sour
Too Sour
Just About
Right
Not Sour
Enough
Not Nearly
Sour Enough

□
□
□
□
□

Dislike It
Very
Much

□
□
□
□
□

Dislike It
Moderately

□
□
□
□
□

Dislike It
Slightly

□
□
□
□
□

Neither
Like
Nor Dislike

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Slightly

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Moderately

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Very
Much

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Extremely

□
□
□
□
□

22. Assuming that all other attributes are just about right, how much would you like a product if its PULPINESS
was...
Dislike It
Extremely
Much Too
Pulpy
Too Pulpy
Just About
Right
Not Pulpy
Enough
Not Nearly
Pulpy Enough

□
□
□
□
□

Dislike It
Very
Much

□
□
□
□
□

Dislike It
Moderately

□
□
□
□
□

Dislike It
Slightly

□
□
□
□
□
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Neither
Like
Nor Dislike

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Slightly

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Moderately

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Very
Much

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Extremely

□
□
□
□
□

23. Assuming that all other attributes are just about right, how much would you like a product if its THICKNESS
was...
Dislike It
Extremely
Much Too
Thick
Too Thick
Just About
Right
Too Thin
Much Too
Thin

□
□
□
□
□

Dislike It
Very
Much

□
□
□
□
□

Dislike It
Moderately

□
□
□
□
□

Dislike It
Slightly

□
□
□
□
□

Neither
Like
Nor Dislike

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Slightly

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Moderately

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Very
Much

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Extremely

□
□
□
□
□

24. Assuming that all other attributes are just about right, how much would you like a product if its FRESH
SQUEEZED CHARACTER was...
Dislike It
Extremely
Much Too
Squeezed
Too Fresh
Squeezed
Just About
Right
Not Fresh
Squeezed
Enough
Not Nearly
Fresh
Squeezed
Enough

□
□
□
□
□

25. What is your gender?

Dislike It
Very
Much

□
□
□
□
□

Dislike It
Moderately

□
□
□
□
□

□
□

Dislike It
Slightly

□
□
□
□
□

Male
Female

26. Are you the primary shopper in your household?

□
□

Yes
No
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Neither
Like
Nor Dislike

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Slightly

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Moderately

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Very
Much

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Extremely

□
□
□
□
□

27. To which age group do you belong?

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Under 18 Years Old
18-27 Years
28-37 Years
38-47 Years
48-57 Years
58-67 Years
Over 67 Years Old

28. What is your annual household income?

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Under $15,000 Per Year
$15,000 - $-9,999 Per Year
$30,000 - $39,999 Per Year
$40,000 - $49,999 Per Year
$50,000 - $59,999 Per Year
$60,000 - $69,999 Per Year
$70,000 - $79,999 Per Year
$80,000 - $89,999 Per Year
$90,000 - $99,999 Per Year
More Than $99,999 Per Year

29. What is your highest education level?

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Less Than High School Diploma
High School Diploma
Some College
Associate‟s
Bachelor
Master
Ph.D.
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30. Which statement best describe your CONSUMPTION of the following juice in the past three months?

□
□
□
□
□
□

Daily
At Least 3 Times Per Week
At Least 1 Time Per Week
At Least 2 Times Per Month
Less Than 2 Time Per Month
Never Consumed

31. Which best describes your ethnic origin?

□
□
□
□
□
□

American Indian
Asian/pacific islander
African American
Caucasian
Hispanic/Latino
Some other ethnic origins

32. Considering pulpiness, which type of orange juices do you prefer?

□
□
□

Low Pulp
Some Pulp
High Pulp

33. Considering sourness, which type of orange juices do you prefer?

□
□
□

Low Sour
Medium Sour
High Sour

34. Considering sourness, which type of orange juices do you prefer?

□
□
□

Low Sweet
Medium Sweet
High Sweet
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Appendix 3: Orange Juice Online Screener
1. Please give us your contact information.
Name:
Email Address:
Phone Number:

2. Please choose up to 3 time slots you are available on Thursday, March 25th, 2010 (3 maximum)(if any choose 2
you prefer)

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

9:00am
9:20am
9:40am
10:00am

3. What is your gender?

□
□

10:20am
10:40am
11:00am
11:20am

□
□
□
□

11:40am
I am available any time

Male
Female

4. Are you the primary shopper in your household?

□
□

Yes
No

5. Which of the following age categories would you place yourself in?

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Under 18 Years Old
18-27 Years
28-37 Years
38-47 Years
48-57 Years
58-67 Years
Over 67 Years Old
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6. What is your highest education level?

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

7.

Less Than High School Diploma
High School Diploma
Some College
Associate‟s Degree
Bachelor‟s Degree
Master‟s Degree
Ph.D.

What is your annual household income?

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Under $15,000 Per Year
$15,000 - $19,999 Per Year
$30,000 - $39,999 Per Year
$40,000 - $49,999 Per Year
$50,000 - $59,999 Per Year
$60,000 - $69,999 Per Year
$70,000 - $79,999 Per Year
$80,000 - $89,999 Per Year
$90,000 - $99,999 Per Year
More Than $99,999 Per Year

8. Including yourself, is any member of your household, or are any of your close friends employed…

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

by an advertising agency or market research department/company
by a public relations firm or executive search firm
by the Environmental Protection Agency, Food and Drug Administration or
Federal Trade Commission
as a manager of a department, drug, grocery or discount store or as a manager of a
food distribution center
by the news media, including television, radio or newspaper
by a company that manufactures, distributes or sells food, beverage and ingredient
products
None of the aboves
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9. Do you or does anyone in your household have any known food allergies, such as peanuts, tree nuts (for
example: almonds, walnuts, pecans, etc.), milk or dairy products, eggs, soy, fish, shellfish, grains or sulfating
agents?

□
□

Yes
No

10. When was the last time you took part in a market research survey related to food or beverage products?

□
□
□
□

Within - Month
Between 2 and 3 Months
About 3-6 Months Ago
More Than 6 Months Ago

11. Which of the following JUICES do you drink on a regular basis? (Multiple choice).

□
□
□
□
□

Apple Juice
Grape Juice
Mixed Berry Juice
Cranberry Juice
Orange Juice

12. Which JUICE would do you say you drink the MOST often?

□
□
□
□
□

Apple Juice
Grape Juice
Mixed Berry Juice
Cranberry Juice
Orange Juice

13. How much do you like the following juices?
Dislike It
Extremely
Apple Juice
Grape Juice
Mixed Berry
Juice
Cranberry
Juice
Orange Juice

□
□
□
□
□

Dislike It
Very
Much

□
□
□
□
□

Dislike It
Moderately

Dislike It
Slightly

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

Neither
Like
Nor Dislike

□
□
□
□
□
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Like It
Slightly

Like It
Moderately

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Very
Much

□
□
□
□
□

Like It
Extremely

□
□
□
□
□

14. Which statement best describe your CONSUMPTION of the following juice in the past three months?
At least 3
times per
week

Daily
Apple Juice
Grape Juice
Mixed Berry
Juice
Cranberry
Juice
Orange
Juice

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

At least 1
time per week

□
□
□
□
□

At least
2times per
month

□
□
□
□
□

Less than 2
time per
month

□
□
□
□
□

Never
consumed

□
□
□
□
□

15. When you are asked to indicate your IDEAL (perfect), MINIMUM and MAXIMUM acceptable INTENSITY
level of juice characteristics, how confident will you be to evaluate the following attributes
Very
Somewhat
Somewhat
I Don't Know
Unconfident
Unconfident
Confident
Color
Flavor
Sweetness
Sourness
Thickness
Pulpiness
Fresh Squeezed
Character

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
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□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Very
Confident

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Appendix 4: Product Evaluation Questionnaire
Orange Juice
Before answering the following questions on this orange juice, please observe and taste the sample carefully.
All things considered, which statement best describes your OVERALL IMPRESSION of this orange juice.
Dislike It
Extremely

□

Dislike It
Very Much

□

Dislike It
Moderately

□

Dislike It
Slightly

□

Neither Like
Nor Dislike

□

Like It
Slightly

□

1a. In terms of Orange Color in this orange juice, would you say…
Not Nearly
Not
Just About
Orange Enough
Orange Enough
Right

□

□

□

Like It
Moderately

□

Too
Orange

□

Like It
Very Much

Like It
Extremely

□

□

Much
Too Orange

□

1b. In terms of Orange Color ONLY, what is the INTENSITY level in this sample?

1c. Considering the Orange Color in this orange juice, how much does it match your EXPECTATION?

1d. Considering the Orange Color in orange juice, what is your IDEAL/PERFECT intensity/amount for this
attribute?

1e. Considering your ideal/perfect intensity (amount) of Orange Color, what is the MINIMUM level of Orange
Color that would be acceptable to you?

1f. Considering your ideal/perfect intensity (amount) of Orange Color, what is the MAXIMUM level of Orange
Color that would be acceptable to you?

2a. . In terms of the Orange Flavor in this orange juice, would you say..
Much
Too
Just About
Too Weak
Weak
Right

□

□

□
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Too
Strong

□

Much
Too Strong

□

2b. In terms of Orange Flavor ONLY, what is the INTENSITY level in this sample?

2c. Considering the Orange Flavor in this orange juice, how much does it match your EXPECTATION?

2d. Considering the Orange Flavor in orange juice, what is your IDEAL/PERFECT intensity/amount for this
attribute?

2e. Considering your ideal/perfect intensity (amount) of orange flavor, what is the MINIMUM level of Orange
Flavor that would be acceptable to you?

2f. Considering your ideal/perfect intensity (amount) of orange flavor, what is the MAXIMUM level of Orange
Flavor that would be acceptable to you?

3a. In terms of the Sweetness in this orange juice, would you say..
Not Nearly
Not Sweet
Just About
Sweet Enough
Enough
Right

□

□

□

Too
Sweet

□

Much
Too Sweet

□

3b. In terms of Sweetness ONLY, what is its INTENSITY level in this sample?

3c. Considering the Sweetness in this orange juice, how much does it match your EXPECTATION?

3d. Considering the Sweetness in orange juice, what is your IDEAL/PERFECT intensity/amount of this attribute?

3e. Considering your ideal/perfect intensity (amount) of sweetness, what is the MINIMUM level of Sweetness that
would be acceptable to you?
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3f. Considering your ideal/perfect intensity (amount) of sweetness, what is the MAXIMUM level of Sweetness
that would be acceptable to you?

4a. In terms of Sourness in this orange juice, would you say…
Not Nearly
Not Sour
Just About
Sour Enough
Enough
Right

□

□

□

Too
Sour

□

Much
Too Sour

□

4b. In terms of Sourness ONLY, what is its INTENSITY level in this sample?

4c. Considering the Sourness in this orange juice, how much does it match your EXPECTATION?

4d. Considering the Sourness in orange juice, what is your IDEAL/PERFECT intensity/amount of this attribute?

4e. Considering your ideal/perfect intensity (amount) of sourness, what is the MINIMUM level of Sourness that
would be acceptable to you?

4f. Considering your ideal/perfect intensity (amount) of sourness, what is the MAXIMUM level of Sourness that
would be acceptable to you?

5a. . In terms of Pulpiness in this orange juice, would you say…
Not Nearly
Not Pulpy
Just About
Pulpy Enough
Enough
Right

□

□

□

Too
Pulpy

5b. In terms of Pulpiness ONLY, what is its INTENSITY level in this sample?
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□

Much
Too Pulpy

□

5c. Considering the Pulpiness in this orange juice, how much does it match your EXPECTATION?

5d. Considering the Pulpiness in orange juice, what is your IDEAL/PERFECT intensity/amount of this attribute?

5e. Considering your ideal/perfect intensity (amount) of pulpiness, what is the MINIMUM level of Pulpiness that
would be acceptable to you?

5f. Considering your ideal/perfect intensity (amount) of pulpiness, what is the MAXIMUM level of Pulpiness that
would be acceptable to you?

6a. In terms of Thickness in this orange juice, would you say…
Much
Too
Just About
Too Thin
Thin
Right

□

□

□

Too
Thick

□

Much
Too Thick

□

6b. In terms of Thickness ONLY, what is its INTENSITY level in this sample?

6c. Considering the Thickness in this orange juice, how much does it match your EXPECTATION?

6d. Considering the Thickness in orange juice, what is your IDEAL/PERFECT intensity/amount of this attribute?

6e. Considering your ideal/perfect intensity (amount) of thickness, what is the MINIMUM level of Thickness that
would be acceptable to you?
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6f. Considering your ideal/perfect intensity (amount) of thickness, what is the MAXIMUM level of Thickness that
would be acceptable to you?

7a. In terms of Fresh squeezed character in this orange juice, would you say….
Not Nearly
Fresh Squeezed
Not Fresh Squeezed
Just
Too
Enough
Enough
About Right
Fresh Squeezed

□

□

□

□

Much too
Fresh squeezed

□

7b. In terms of the Fresh squeezed character ONLY, what is its INTENSITY level in this sample?

7c. Considering the Fresh squeezed character in this orange juice, how much does it match your
EXPECTATION?

7d. Considering the Fresh squeezed character in orange juice, what is your IDEAL/PERFECT intensity/amount
of this attribute?

7e. Considering your ideal/perfect intensity (amount) of freshness, what is the MINIMUM level of Fresh
squeezed character that would be acceptable to you?

7f. Considering your ideal/perfect intensity (amount) of freshness, what is the MAXIMUM level of Fresh
squeezed character that would be acceptable to you?

1.

What is your gender?
Male

Female

□

2.

□

Are you the primary shopper in your household?

Yes

No

□

□
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3.

4.

5.

To which age group do you belong?

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Under 18 Years Old
18-27 Years
28-37 Years
38-47 Years
48-57 Years
58-67 Years
Over 67 Years Old

What is your average annual household income?

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Under $15,000 Per Year
$15,000 - $29,999 Per Year
$30,000 - $39,999 Per Year
$40,000 - $49,999 Per Year
$50,000 - $59,999 Per Year
$60,000 - $69,999 Per Year
$70,000 - $79,999 Per Year
$80,000 - $89,999 Per Year
$90,000 - $99,999 Per Year
More Than $99,999 Per Year

What is your highest education level?

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Less Than High School Diploma
High School Diploma
Some College
Associate‟s
Bachelor
Master
Ph.D.
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6.

7.

How often have you been drinking orange juice in the past three months?

□
□
□
□
□
□

At Least 1 Time Per Week
At Least 2 Times Per Month
Less Than 2 Time Per Month
Never Consumed

Low Pulp
Some Pulp
High Pulp

Considering sourness, which type of orange juices do you prefer?

□
□
□
9.

At Least 3 Times Per Week

Considering pulpiness, which type of orange juices do you prefer?

□
□
□
8.

Daily

Low Sour
Medium Sour
High Sour

Considering sourness, which type of orange juices do you prefer?

□
□
□

Low Sweet
Medium Sweet
High Sweet

10. Which best describes your ethnic origin?

□
□
□
□
□
□

American Indian
Asian/Pacific Islander
African American
Caucasian
Hispanic/Latino
Some Other Ethnic Origin
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11. If you work at or attend the University of Arkansas which of the following are you?

□
□
□
□
□

Undergraduate Student
Graduate Student
Hourly Worker
Faculty/Staff
Do not work at the U of A
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